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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
FEDERAL

HEAVY MAIL
BUSINESS FOR JULY SPLIT

CONTROL

NATURALIZATION

Bureau of Immigra-tioEstablished
Under Law.

n

COPY OF HEW ACT RECEIVED

By Attorney

General Reid

Only Certain Courts Have
Jurisdiction.
For the first time the federal government is charged under an act of
Congress, approved June 29, 1906, with
the general control of the naturalization of aliens. A bureau of Immigration and naturalization has been established in the department of commerce and labor.
Attorney General William C. Reld
has received through the governor a
copy of the new Immigration and naturalization laws with a request that he
give publicity to Its provisions. The
attorney general yesterday advised the
commissioner general of the bureau of
immigration and naturalization what
courts of New Mexico come within the
act of Congress entitling such courts
to assume Jurisdiction in the naturalization of aliens and forwarded the
names of the clerks in the several
courts to that officer In order that they
may be Immediately supplied with the
proper blanks and forms prescribed
by law. Under the said act of Congress the courts of New Mexico on and
after September 27 next will have no
Jurisdiction in matters of naturalization except under the new law of June
29, 1906.
How an Alien May be Admitted.
"Section four of the law which tells
of the manner in which an alien may
be admitted to become a citizen of the

.
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United States Is In part as follows:
"He shall declare on oath before
the clerk of any court authorized by
this Act to naturalize aliens, or his
authorized deputy, in the district in
which such alien resides, two years
at least prior to his admission, and
after he has reached the age of eighteen years, that it ,1s bona fide his
intention to become a citizen of the
United States, and to renounce forever
all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate, state or sovereignty, and particularly by name, to
the prince, potentate, state or sovereignty of which the alien may be at
the time a citizen or subject. And
such declaration shall set forth the
name, age, occupation, personal description, place of birth, last foreign
residence and allegiance, the date of
arrival, the name of the vessel, If
any, In which he came to the United
States, and the present place of residence in the United States of said
Provided however, that no
alien:
alien who to conformity with the law
In force at the date of his declaration,
has declared his intention to become
a citizen of the United States shall
be required to renew such declaration."
What Courts Have Jurisdiction.
Section three says: "That exclusive Jurisdiction to naturalize aliens
as citizens of the United States Is
hereby conferred upon the following
specified courts: United States Circuit and District Courts now existing
or which may hereafter be established by Congress in any State. United
States District Courts for the Territories of Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Hawaii, and Alaska; the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, and the United States Courts for
Indian Territory; also all courts of
record in any State or Territory now
existing, or which may hereafter be
created,, having a seal, a clerk, and
Jurisdiction In actions at law or equity,
or law and equity, In which the amount
In controversy is unlimited. That the
naturalization Jurisdiction of all courts
herein specified,
State, Territorial,
.Federal, shall extend only to aliens
resident within the respective Judicial
districts of such courts."

SMALL REGISTRY
AT SHOSHONE

At 8anU Fe P. O. Much Official an
Franked Matter Received and
Dispatched.

STATE

The postal receipts of the Santa Fe
postofflce during July were $1,070, an
Increase of fifteen per cent over July
1904. There were sold during the
month 8,330 one cent stamps, 24,300
two cents Btamps, 802 stamps of higher denominations, 1,765 postal cards
and 9,450 envelopes and wrappers.
The money order business transacted
during the month amounted to
there being Issued 442 orders
amounting to $3,646.85. There were
paid 919 orders amounting to $19,107.-41- ;
there were received $6,204 of
money order surplus and $10,150 from
drafts. There were received 1,105
registered pieces of mail matter, 660
for local delivery and 445 in transit.
There were dispatched 760 pieces of
registered matter, 315 of them of local
origin. There were delivered 31
special delivery letters during the
month. There were received of ordinary mail matter 502 sacks and 183
pouches and there were dispatched
367 sacks and 269 pouches, about
pieces of mall matter being han
dled. Altogether, July postofflce busi
ness was unusually heavy, consider
ing that July and August are the dull
est months of the year owing to the
closing of the public schools and othand the
er educational Institutions
absence of many people from town.
It must be remembered that fully one
third of the local postofflce business
is of official or franked matter, which
does not appear upon the returns;
one mail, for instance, on last Friday,
having brought 40,000 pieces of franked matter which will again be dis
patched through the office without a
cent of postage being paid thereon.
220,-00-

0
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HEARST FOR GOVER- NOR OF NEW YORK
Democratic 8tat
Held at Buffalo

Convention to
Delegates

Be

In-

structed.
The Democratic
state committee voted today to hold
the next state convention in Buffalo
on September 25tih. W. J. Connors, of
Buffalo, said the whole Buffalo dele
gation will be Instructed for Hearst
tor governor and nothing could prevent his nomination.
Tammany Man tb Nominate Hearst
New York, August 1, Charles F.
Murphy has planned wnat he considers will be the blggeBt coup In the
history of New York politics. He has
agreed to have a Tammany hall delegate place William R. Hearst In nomination for governor and to throw the
whole strength of his organization to
elect him. This Is his part of a treaty
that Hearst who Is Dosltlve of elec
tion with Tammany support, will
carry out. Hearst, in return, pledges
nimseif, if elected to remove mayor
McClellan from office.
Murnhv has been gnashing his teeth
ever since McClellan began to slight
and Ignore him and build up a personal machine. Advantage to Murphy
bv the election of Hearst might accure
also from the removal of William
Travers Jerome from the district attorney's office.
It Murnhv la able to carrv out the
deal be has set his mind upon a most
remarkable political situation will succeed. The people of New York will be
shown the boss of (Tammany hall
working for the man he opposed In the
last campaign for the purpose of ousting from office the mayor he and his
organization placed In power.
Murphy has been assured by
leaders that the sentiment above the
ally
Harlem river Is all
and railroad
In the manufacturing
towns. And Murphy knows full well
that Mr. Hearst polled a big vote in
this city last fall, and he has not
not grown any weaker. What the
Kings county organization will do Is a
subject of small moment to the Hearst
boomers. New York county, Erie
combination
county and an
that Mr. Connors, Mr. Mack and Mr.
McQulre and others have promised
to effect, will be sufficient to swing
the state convention. The Hearst
managers expect that Kings county
win get Into line.
New York. Auk. 1.

Hearsfr-especl-

up-sta-

NO UPRISING IN MEXICO
8ays President Dlax Reports Pub
lished In United States Are
.
Untrue.

Only 10,583 8ought Homesteads on
Washington,' D. C, Aug. 1. The
Reservation few Speculators
state department has received the
In the Field.
following dispatch from Ambassador
at Mexico City:
to1.
The
Thompson
Cheyenne, Wyo., August
"The statement In American papers
tal registration for the lands of the
which closed n Mia effect that an uprising against
Shoshone reservation
last evening Is 10,683, being smaller Americans is gaining ground is really
than was anticipated. Most of those unfounded. President maz assures
ma that 'ho is unable to find the cause
who registered are bona-fldfew speculators having taken for the alarming Interviews and statebeen
to
have
renorted
given
the trouble to register. Commissioner mnt
Richards will leave Shoshone Thurs- out by Americans returning to" the
me
day for Lander with clerks to superin- United States from Mexico,
x
tend the drawings.
Mexican - government, however, because of these alarming Stories thus
nift In AlNMi.l9.tlnn.. Is viellant to the
PEONAGE IN
last degree and should a disturbance
FLORIDA CAMPS develop at any point, the offenders win
be dealt with as their cases may
In Worst Forms Man Beaten Severe- merit."
ly Escapes Fifty Immigrants
Are Missing..
SPANISH SOVEREIGNS
e

home-seeker-

New York, August 1. 'Another man,
who had been terribly beaten, has returned from Florida with a story of
peonage and a letter has been received
from a man there begging for aid.
There are fifty immigrants who are
known to have started for the Florida
turpentine camps within the last six
months, who have not been heard of
since.

IN

ATTEND YACHT RACES

Cowes,
Aug. 1. The King and
Queen of Spain arrived today on the
Royal Yacht Oiralda escorted by the
armored cruiser Prlnoess de Asturlas.
The sovereigns will remain here over
New Mexican advertisers got trade. the Cowes yachting week.

Former Indiana Congressman Praises
Southwest Needs
Develop-''
ment.

COIN T

1

Two Tickets Before
Delegates Precursors Hard Fight
OF

In Idwa Fight on There Between "Stand Patters"
and Cummins Force.
Pocatello, Idaho, Aug. 1. When the
Republican state convention met here
today there was every Indication that
a compromise ticket would be put
through and that the convention would
endorse W, E. Borah for United States
Senatorshlp, Frank R. Gooding for
governor and for Congressman, Burton
Lee French.
from
SixOy delegates
northern and eastern Idaho decided to
put an opposition ticket in 'the convention, centering their strength on
Dr. Hugh France, of Wallace, for governor.
Cummins Will be
Des Moines, Aug. 1. There Is little
doubt apparently that Governor A. B.
Cummins will be
by the
Republican state convention here today, but beyond this, the friends of
George D. Perkins, or "stand patters"
conceded nothing to the Cummins
forces. There is likely to 'be a great
display of oratory in the convention
and the ticket may not be named until tonight.
Cummins' followers obtained control
of six of the eleven district caucuses
enabling them to name the committees.
The committee on credentials decided to hear all contests and will not
be ready to report until late this afternoon.
Convention a Safeguard Against Socialism.
H. M. Towner was named temporary
chairman of the convention. In his
address he declared that the Republican convention was the only safeguard
against Socialism. He advocated a
protective tariff and said the Republican method of curing the trust evils
was not through the tariff.
.
,

.

INVENTOR ARRESTED
IN THE PLAZA
E. Jordan,

Designer of Wolf Gun,
Taken to Estancia on Charge
of Fraud.

sat in the Plaza about 10
o'clock this morning, J. E. Jordan,
As he

who claims to be the Inventor

Hon. S. M. Stockslager, of Washing
ton, D. C, a former Congressman from
the third district of Indiana, and erstwhile commissioner In the general
land office, was a visitor yesterday and
today in Santa Fe. He was a guest
during his brief stay at the Palace
Hotel. Mr. Stockslager is now actively engaged In the practice of law
being a member of the law firm of
Stockslager & Heard. Their specialties are land and mining contests, pat
ent rlghtB, trademarks and litigations
generally that come before the courts
of t'he national capital.
"It's a grand country, with great
possibilities and wonderful resour
ces," remarked the distinguished visitor this morning to a reporter of the
New Mexican when asked for an expression of his views of the Southwest. "All It needs is development.
The question of water supply seems
to be the nv' ' perplexing and it Is
being gradually" solved. Where Irri
gation is impracticable' and the rain
fall is fairly good this
pro
cess of dry farming promises to do
re
much In reclaiming the semi-arigions.
'I think the Climate here Is unex
celled in this or any other country. I
have always had a great desire to vis-I- t
Santa Fe. This is my first trip in
the far west. I am now on my way
home from Oregon and California' I
am sorry that I am unable to stay
here longer, as I would very much
like to see the ancient adobe church,
and visit the other potnts of Interest
about the city. I am taking home
with me some pebbles picked from the
fortifications at old Fort Marcy."
Mr. Stockslager left this forenoon
for Washington via the Santa Fe Railway. While here yesterday he called
on the officials atUhe local federal
land office and at the office of the
Bureau of Immigration, where he was
furnished with copies of books and
pamphlets issued by the bureau and
descriptive of the resources and conditions of the Territory and Its sev
eral counties. He stated that he was
very glad to get this literature as it
would prove of great ase to him. es
pecially In his practice jpefore the general land office in New "Mexico cases.
As to statehood.
Mr. Stockslager
stated that he has always been In fa
vor of separate statehood for New
Mexico, believing the i, people of the
Territory to be amplraBle to hfanage
an effective and efficient state government; as to Joint statehood,
he
thought that, as there was no chance
for single statehood for some time to
come, it might be best for the people
to accept the situation and vote ac
V
cordingly.
,

ARIZONA EMPHAT- -

ICALLYSAYSNO

of a

trap gun for killing wolves and coyotes, was arrested by Mounted Police
man Richard Huber and locked in the
county Jail, charged with securing
money to the amount of $25 on a
worthless check at Estancia.
Justice
William Gregg cashed the check
drawn by Jordan on a Roswell bank
after P. J. Kelly of Estancia had endorsed it. The check was returned by
the bank as not good. Mounted Officer Huber left with .Jordan for Estancia today where he will be arraigned. Jordan has a team and wagon
here, in which he came to this city
a few days ago. He says he Is travel
ing over the country selling his "wolf
gun" which is guaranteed to "fix the
varmints" every time. It is a trap gun
of peculiar construction so arranged
that when the wolf takes hold of a
piece of meat tied to a string, the
gun quickly circles around until It Is
in line with the animal and then explodes.
Jordan has had considerable success with the gun, so the officers say,
and Captain Fornoff complimented It
In his characteristic manner by saying:
"Well, she may not work but just
the same, I'd hate to be the first wolf
to try It. It looks like bad medicine to

Traveling Man Declaree Joint Statehood

Will Be Voted Down
tics Being Used.

Tac-

a commercial
Henry Esslnger,
drummer, who travels for a liquor
house at St. Joseph, Missouri, arrived
in the city last night and will remain
here for several days. Mr. Esslnger
saya that he Is going to make his
home In Santa Fe again after living
for some time In Las Vegas. He expects to take up his residence here
in October. His wife Is at present
sojourning at Long Beach, California,
in company with their younger daughter, who has been attending school
at Los Angeles. Mr. Esslnger is
well known In Santa Fe. He lived
here about twenty years ago and has
been In the city on business at frequent intervals since.
"I have just come from Arizona,"
he said this morning to a New Mexican reporter. "I visited every town
there and I find that the sentiment
of the people is strongly against Joint
statehood. Republicans and Democrats
alike are working for the defeat of
the measure. Candidates for office
cannot get on the tickets unless they
declare themselves against Jointure,
Traveling men who talk in favor of
'
me."
Joint statehood cannot do any busiJordan says he Is not guilty as ness there."
charged and that he can explain the
check affair when he arrives In EsDECLINES EIGHTEEN
tancia.

CENTS PER POUND

FALLS 85 FEET
AND IS KILLED
Kesslnger at Work on Iron
Railroad Bridge Across Pecos
River Meets Awful Fate.

W. W.

Special to the New Mexican.
Texlco, Aug. 1. W. W. Kesslnger,
an employe of the Missouri Valley
Bridge and Iron Company of Leavenworth, Kansas, was killed yesterday
at Sunnyslde, New Mexico, while
helping to erect the Iron spans over
the Pecos River on the new iron
bridge, being built by the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. The remains were shipped to Leavenworth,
Kansas, for burial.. The man fell 85
feet striking his head on a large
piece of timber, killing him Instantly
and breaking his right arm to three
places. His body also received many
severe bruises.

t

Antonio Salazar, of Estancia, Holde on
to His 75,000 Pounde of Wool for
Higher Flguree.
Antonio Salazar left for his home
at Estancia this afternoon after attending to business in Santa Fe. Mr.
Salazar arrived in the city yesterday
afternoon from Blanca, where he has
a sheep rai.ch and he has just finished
shearing the animals.
Mr. Salazar's wool crop this year
will be about 75,000 pounds. The
clip has filled 350 sacks and each
sack
250
generally holds about
pounds, He does not Intend selling
the wool at present, as ihe expects to
be able to secure a better price later
on. He has received, an offer of 18
cents per pound for the entire lot but
Is holding off for 20 cents.
He was
offered the latter figure a month ago
but refused to strike a bargain then,
as he believed wool would go even
higher.

FREIGHT HANDLERS WIN
STRIKE IN OAKLAND,
San Francisco, Aug. 1. The South.
Virginia City, Mont., Aug. 1. One em Pacific Company has granted the
of the most disastrous fires ever ex demands of the freight handlers in
periencd in the Madison Valley, has the Oakland yards who .struck last
destroyed the, Higbee ft. ...Watklns. saw.. 1 week for an Increase of wages, but
i
i
I.,
who returned to work after the comUUj U JttlgQ quuuuiy
VI 1IU11W1.
mill
The loss approximates ,$100,0,00, with pany had promised to consider their
wishes.
' '"
no insurance.

King Alfonso and Bride at Cowes for FIRE DESTROY8
MONTANA
Week of Pleasure on Royal

tacni.

PROMINENT VISITOR
"
IN SANTA FE SVEABORG REBELS

IDAHO

A BIG

LUMBER CAMP.

,

FIGHT

BRAVELY

Constant Cannon
ade Kept Up to
Reduce Fort.
A

PLOT

GIGANTIC

To Secure Control of Import

ant Strongholds Shells
Hit Tourists.
Helsingfors, Aug. 1. The fight between the mutineers and the loyal
troops was waged during the night,
t he cannonade was heavy, the firing
ot guns furnishing an
spectacle to the thousands lining
points of vantage on Observation Hill.
The loyal minority seemed to com
mand forts on Nicholas Island which
ivoi e engaged In a duel with the Sand- uamms formidable master batteries.
At x0 o'clock this morning they were
exchanging broadsides at ten minute
intervals, Order has been restored at
oaatuddenj Island where 110 sailors
and eleven citizens have been dis
No cruisers are visible.
armed.
Troops are expected here but they
are delayed by the destruction of the
road way at several points. The
anvu is quiet and business is proceed-mg- ,
but the workmen are on a strike.
Naval 8quadron Sails for Sveaborg.
A naval squadron, including the bat
tleship Slava is reported to have sail
ed this afternoon from Reval for Svea
The Telegraph building here
borg.
and the barracks and Cathedral have
ueen badly damaged by the fire of the
eleven Inch guns.
There was a panic all day yesterday
among Summer residents on the Is
lands of the Archipelago, owing to the
fall of Btray bullets and shells which
For
caused a number of casualties.
more than a week revolutionists have
been distributing among the troops
the Parliamentary manifestos and it
Is reported that on Sunday 15,000 men
took an oath to fight on the side o!
the people.
Was Part of Monster Plot.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 1. Great excitement prevails here as the result
of startling news from Sveaborg and
there Is the greatest apprehension re
garding the situation at Cronstadt as
there Is little doubt that the rising of
the garrison of the "Gibraltar of Baltic" was a premature attempt to execute a widespread conspiracy which
involved the seizing of the fortresses
of Sveaborg, Cronstadt and Sevasto
pol as bases for the revolting Black
Sea and Baltic fleets. The chief point
now in doubt, Is whether the main
part of the Baltic fleet has Joined in
the rebellion. A telegram claiming to
be from the commander of the fortress
at Sveaborg has been received saying:
"The entire crews of four warships
have mutinied."
If the Reval squadron joined the
mutineers there is little hope of regaining possession of the Sveaborg
fortress.
Troops Arrive to Fight Mutineers.
Helsingfors, Aug. 1. The damage
to the branch line to Vlborg has been
repaired and reinforcements of troops
are arriving here. It Is hoped that
the mutiny will soon be quelled. In
response to a call for a general strike,
only the employes of private factories
have gone out.
All is Quiet at Cronstadt.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 1. Telephone
communication with Cronstadt has
been resumed. A message to the Associated Press announced that no disturbances occurred there during the
g

j

day.

Former

Member of Late Douma As
sasslnated.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 1. M. Herzenstein, a former member of the outlawed Parliament In which he was a
prominent leader of the Constitution
al Democrats, has been assassinated
at his country house near Terloki,
Finland, by men in the pay of the
Black Hundred organization. He was
shot when walking along the seashore
with his wife and daughter. The
daughter was wounded dn the hand.
LThe murderers escaped.
Herzensteln
was oi jewisn descent and wealthy.
His attacks on the minister of finance
in the lower House of Parliament at
tracted
attention.
Telegraph and Telephone Llnee Cut
at Night.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 1. Cronstadt
is cut off from communication with
St. Petersburg.
Both telegraph and
leiepnone lines were severed during
tne night.
Heavy Firing Indicates Fight le Pro
greselng.
.Helsingfors. August 1. 2:00 d. m.
Heavy cannonading is in progress at
Sveaborg showing that the fight for
possession of the-- main fortification Is
still in progress. It is impossible from
the shore to ascertain the exact situa
tion.
Removed Breech Blocks of Big Gune,
Helsingfors, August 1. News of the
revolt here caused the greatest excitement in Cronstadt especially In view
of a report that-- mutiny of the crews
of warships was preceding at Cron
stadt and tnat the revolutionists were
working hard to persuade the troops
there to mutiny and refuse to fire on
the warships. Precautions were hastily
taken by the authorities at Cronstadt.
Breech blocks of the guns on
some warships were removed while
detachments of troops were sent on
board of other ships,
wide-sprea- d

,
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TRAVELED INCOGNITO
vVa

WHEN

Attorney General H. 3. Hadley
of Missouri In Santa Fe
Monday?

MEETS

Was H. S. Hadley, the bright young
attorney general of Missouri, who
In the limelight lately in the
prosecution of the Standard Oil Company, a visitor in Santa Fe Monday
and Tuesday?
That is a question
which was raised this morning by a
comparison of notes.
Monday afternoon a stranger ap
peared at the Palace hotel and regist
ered as "H. S. Hadley, Kansas City."
He was accompanied by a friend, who
put his name down on the register
as "Frank Blake," with the ditto mark
under Kansas City. The clerk had
them sized up as traveling men, but
before night he discovered his mis
take.
Mr. Hadley visited the rooms of the
historical society later in the day and
In registering there put his city ad
dress down us Jefferson City, Missouri.
Those who saw him during his brief
stay here say that his features were
identical with pictures they have seen
of the young attorney general, and
they are confident that the visitor here
was none other than Missouri s legal
watchdog
Attorney General Hadley's head
quarters are at the state capital and
his initials are also "H. S.
Messrs, Hadley' and Blake left for
the east Tuesday morning. They came
from California. If this Mr. Hadley
and Missouri's attorney general are
one and tlie same person, he took
great care net to let it be known dur
ing his visit to Santa Fe.

BACA

Officials.
BEFORE

GOVJIGEMN

Malfeasance in Office and
Perversion of Public Funds
and Property.
Attorney Elfego Baca, arrived this
morning from Socorro in order to
prosecute the charges he filed some
time ago with Governor Hagerman
charging malfeasance in office and perversion of public funds and public
property against Leandro Baca sheriff, and Eduardo Jaramillo and Alredo
Armijo, county commissioners of Socorro County.
It is alleged by Mr. Baca that Sheriff Baca purchased sundry articles for
the use of county prisoners
from
Eudardo Jaramilla, chairman of the
board, who has a small store about
eleven miles south of Socorro, and
that these were not used for the purpose for wnlch they were purchased.
This Mr. Baca claims shows a conspiracy between these two county officials "to do the county." The bill
in this case amounted to $64.
Goods Not Used For County Purposes.
In another bill amounting to $.80,
contracted by the sheriff with Abram
Abyeta, also a Socorro merchant, Mr.
Baca alleges that a similar state or
affairs exists and that the goods were
not used for county purposes. He also calls attention to the fact that the
sheriff received 50 cents per diem for
the feeding and maintenance of prisoners and is not allowed under the law
to purchase other supplies for their
use or the use of the jail. It is alleged by Attorney Baca that Sheriff
Baca has converted these supplies to
his own use and benefit. Attorney
Baca has true copies of bills in these
cases, which he has filed with the
charges. At the last meeting of the
Board of Socorro County Commissioners, the board allowed the treasurer
collector $71 for postage
and
stamps, alleged to have been spent
on county business." ' , .
Warm Enough to do Without Wood.
Mr. Baca claims that as the collector
receives 4 per cent of all taxes collected, he should pay for his own port
age and that tne county should not
pay for the same. Another bill that
Is objected to is one for coal ana
wood amounting to $67 furnished during the summer and Attorney Baca
Is of the opinion that it is plenty
warm enough In the Socorro County
jail during the summer months without the use of coal and wood.
There are other serious charges and
it is understood that District Attorney
H. A. Woolford and Attorney G. Fitch
will aid Attorney Baca In the prosecution before the Governor. The date
will be determined after the arrival
of Mr. i itch who Is now In the north
western part of the Territory and is
expected here Saturday or Sunday.

Governor Hagerman and Party Ac
cept Invitation of Railroad officials Start August 12th.
E. L. Carnenter of Dawson, manager

the commercial

A

Attorney Makes
Charges Against

TOUR ALONG EL PASO
AND SOUTHWESTERN

of

A

Interests of the

Coal Company In New
Mexico, and H. S. Simmons, general
Phelps-Dodg- e

&
superintendent of the El Paso
Southwestern Railroad, spent yesterday In Santa Fe, having Journeyed
here from El Paso In Mr. Simmon's
nrlvate car." The object of their visit
to the Capital City was to invite Gov
ernor Hagerman to take a trip over
the El Paso & Southwestern as tneir
guest which he consented to do. The
with
Governor will leave here
Messrs. Carpenter and Simmons in
the latter's private car on August 12,
for a tour of the line which will take
a veek or- more. Among the towns
which will be visited are Dawson, Tu- cumcarl, Santa Rosa, and Alamogordo.
On Aue. 15 the party will reach Cloud- croft where the Governor will attend
the annual outing and session of the
Territorial Bar Association. Gover
nor Hagerman will be accompanied
by Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynokls, and Attorney General W. C.
Reid.
The private car In which the
tour will be made will be attached
to a special train containing a diner
and other accommodations.
At the towns above named, stops
of from several hours to a day or
more will be made in order that the
Governor and other members of the
party may see the surrounding coun
try and become acquainted with the
-

v

people.

ONE DOLLAR FROM
EVERY REPUBLICAN RIO ARRIBA
SHEEP GROWERS
To Pay Costs of Coming Campaig- nRallying Cry "Prosperity and
Roosevelt."

Meeting Elected Officers
and Delegates to Albuquerque.

In Annual

New York. Aug. 1. Congressman
Sherman, chairman of the Republican
congressional committee, said yester
day that the response to his appeal to
each Republican voter to contribute
$1 to the campaign fund has been
very satisfactory.
"We fieured." he said, "that prob
ably not more than ten Republicans
in one hundred, will see the appeal.
If one of every ten sends us a doi
lar. we will have enough to meet the
exnense of the campaign."
Asked what the rallying cry of the
campaign would be, Sherman an
swered:
"Prosoerlty and Roosevelt, and you
mav add that the record of the last
Congress will also be made a part
of the argument to the voters. We
have every reason to be proud of that
record."

Tha Rio Arriba County Sheep Grow
ers' Association held its annual meet
ing at Tierra Amarilla, the county
seat, Thursday, the 26th day of July.
There was a fair attendance. The
principal business before the association was the election of officers for
the coming year. The retiring Presi
dent Perfecto Esquibel, of Tierra
and C. Her
Amarilla. was
nandez, also of Tierra Amarilla, was re
elected secretary, The following were
elected delegates from the association
to the meeting of wool and sheep
growers to be held in Albuquerque
Sept. 18th next for the purpose of
organizing a Territorial Sheep and
Wool Growers' Association, namely:
Jose R. Martinez and Benigno C. Hernandez. After attending to routine
business, the association adjourned
subject to the call of the chair.
On the dav before the meeting tne
LAS VEGAS HAS
members In town aided in the celeTWO POSTOFFICES bration of St. James' day during which
a very enjoyable time was had. Many
Event is Celebrated By Fireworks, people from the surrounding country
were in attendance.
Band Concert and Grand
Ball.

Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 1. Las Ve.
gas now has the distinction of having
two postoffices, although only one of
them Is officially designated as "Las
Vegas." The Las Vegas postofflce
proper, which Is located on the west
side or old town, was opened for bus!
ness this morning by Postmaster R.
B. Schoonmaker.
In honor of the reestablishing of a postofflce in the
town of Las Vegas, the residents of
that municipality are holding their
postponed Fourth of July celebration
today. An athletic program and band
concert, together with an exhibition
by the E. Romero Hose Company was
scheduled for this afternoon and this
evening there will be a grand display
of fireworks and more music. In ad
dition to the pyrotechnics and a band
concert in the Plaza tonight a grand
ball will be held at Barber's Hall,
Subscribe for the Daily New
ican and get the news.

,Mex-

-

TAKEN TO A
COUNTY JAIL
Machinist Lewis Myers Released on
Under TerriBond
torial Warrant.
Lewis Myers, the machinist who
arrested at Las Vegas on a United States warrant by Captain Fred
Fornoff of the New Mexico Mounted
Police, and who was brought to the
territorial penitentiary for safe keeping after belne arraigned on a con
spiracy charge before United States
Commissioner J. P. Victory, was released this forenoon on a $3,000 bond.
However, he was immediately
by Sheriff Cleofes Romero of
San Miguel County, on a territorial
warrant, charging the same offense.
Sheriff Romero left wW his prisoner
today for Las Vegas.
was
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UNTENABLE POSITION

ON JOINT

STATEHOOD.

Joseph E. Morrison, who is now an
attorney at law in Blsbee, Arizona,
and is successful in his profession,
writes a letter lo his father in this
city, Judge A. L. Morrison, in which
'he states that there is no chance for
joint statehood In the sister territory.
It certainly looks so to him; tiheNew
Mexican republishes the letter, as it is
rather good residing. Mr. Morrison is
likely correct in his statements concerning the sentiment In his territory
at this time, but he is incorrect In
one or two others as the New Mexican will show. The letter reads:
"I notice your papers keep saying
that Joint statehood sentiment is
It is quite apgrowing in Arizona.
parent that they gather their ideas
from long range, as the two territorial
committees will soon meet at the
same time and place to arrange a
plank on this subject Which will be
inserted in both platforms, and that
plank will be the expression of unalterable opposition to jointure. People
speak of the illiteracy of Arizona, who
do not know anything about our conditions.
"If the Mexican population (who are
almost all from Old Mexico, and a
very undesirable class), and the Indians are excluded, you will not find
one per cent of illiteracy In Arizona.
Our county and territorial bonds all
sell at large premiums, and every
county is in fine financial condition.
Our territorial debt is an infant in
arms compared to New Mexico's and
yet if jointure is accomplished, our
Whole territory will be pledged for
the enormous debt of New Mexico.
Not for us. Last year we stood first
in the United States, in the production of copper and we are near the
top in the production of gold and silver. Our stock, sheep and agricultural
interests are simply Immense. Talking about ignorance, Senator Bever-idgshould look at the beam in his
own state's eye.
Here is a fairly
authenticated story coming from t)he
sapient Indianan.
"A country constable, one
morning,
brought in before a rural justice of
the peace, a prisoner and when questioned by the justice of the peace, tne
constable announced that he charged
the prisoner with bigotry; whereupon
the learned Judge examined the statutes, and declared that there was no
such crime, and asked the officer
what the facts in the case were. The
officer stated that the man had married three wives. The Judge then reexamined the statutes and finally informed the officer that the crime was
not bigotry, hut was
trigonometry.
How's that? That is supposed to be
a joke."
The official figures show that the
debt of the Territory of New Mexico
on June 30th last amounted to $741,-00while the debt of the Territoiy nf
Arizona, June 30, 1905, amounted to
$3,108,295 which was increased
at least during the last year. The
debts of the several counties of Arizona are included in the
Territorhl
debt. The New Mexico county debts
amounted, as near as can be ascertained, on Jdne 30, this year to $2,800 000
In round
figures. With these the future state, as such, will have
to do and there will no burdennothing
come
to it on this account, while on
the
other hand, the new state will have
to bear the burden of the
Territorial
debt of Arizona which is over $3,000,-000- .
It matters not how this debt was
acquired or how It came about. The
new state will have to be
responsible
for it while it will be
responsible only
for $743,000 on account of New Mexico's Territorial debt.
There are mighty few naturalized
citizens of Mexican descent in the Territory of New Mexico; what is called
in this Territory the "Mexican
population," consists, forty-ninout of fifty,
of native born citizens of the
United
States, of Mexican or Spanish parentage and of a few citizens, who natives
of the Territory, beca mp nlHaona un
der the provisions of the
treaty of
uuaaaiupe Hidalgo.
New Mexico's Territorial bonds beat
those of Arizona in the financial mar
ket all hollow and manv New MnvU
county bonds are in the same condi
tion, mere are a few counties here
in bad financial1 shape, but the state
of Arizona, or the state of New Mexi;
co, would have nothing to do with the
county bonds Of the Sunshine Torrl.
tory, whereas it would have a great
deal to do with the county bonds of
Arizona which have been a"sumed by
the Territory of Arizona and are vlrt
ually its debts.
That Mr. Morrison truly believes
what he says is apparent. That a senti
ment In favor of jointure Is growing
and becoming stronger is also true.
Were the campaign to last six months
in place of three, this sentiment would
certainly be very formidable and very
strong.
The Indiana story is rather read
able and amusing, but it does not
annlv to New Mexico where there is
no bigotry and where they would not
bother with trigonometry as tney are
too busy.
e

ling of the streets Is a humbug. No
attempts are noticeable In the direction of constructing greatly needed
street crossings and sidewalks on
business streets and residence ave
nues. The tax payers and property
owners are indignant and want to
know what becomes of the $10,000 and
more they put into the city treasury
an nually for the maintenance of the
clt: government and in order that
theiy might have a clean and decent
looking town. The condition of affairs
unsatisfactory, but the New Mexi
can fears that no change for the bet- can be expected under the
Certainly half of the
money paid for city taxes seems to
thrown away and to do no one anv
good except the few henchmen who
supported the election of his honor,
the mayor, and his honor, the nresi- dent of the City Board of Education.
' Is no
consolation that the New
txican Is able to say to the tax imv- ers and voters of Santa Fe "I told you
What this paper in company with
all decent and well meaning citizens
desires is a change for the better
d that
speedily. The Board of
Trade and the Woman's Board of
Trade, two beneficial organizations.
should get together and evolve and
adopt some plan for the betterment
this bad situation.
The nresent
disgraceful state of affairs must be
stopped if the town is to advance and
the number of tourists and health- seekers coming here. Is to be Increased
and If the good of the entire community is to be observed.. The Board
or irade and the Woman's Board of
Trade will do patriotic and eood nub- lic service, if they will move to cor
rect the present disgraceful state of
municipal affairs. Street improvements, especially on Cerrlllos Road.
on Canon Road, on the
portion of Pal
ace Avenue between the Plaza and
Cathedral Place and in many other
sections of the city should be made.
brick or cement street crossings
should be constructed on manv thor.
oughfares before this winter sets in.
Cement and brick sidewalks should
be built in many directions.
TWe
may be no constitutional convention
nere this winter, but a leeislathm as.
sembly will take place. It will prove
to the detriment and iniurv nf t.h
city if the deficiencies and the faots
Drought out above are not corrected
wtien this time arrives.
"A stiff in
time saves nine!"

0

$20,-00- 0

NINE."
There is universal complaint in this
city of the inefficiency shown by the
present city administration. The town
Is dirty; the streets are in bad con
dltion; noxious weeds are found on
all sides and on many empty lots, on
streets and in corners. The sprlnk-- '
"A 8TITCH IN TIME SAVES

GETTING

SENSE IN ITS OLD AGE.
The navy department of the United
States is getting some sense 1n Its
old age. It has been known fnr rcnanv
years as a great circumlocution af
fair but is now improving. A recent
departure in policy is in noint. anil Is
commendable. It agrees with the mod
ern ideas of the use of
in
stations far from the mother country
and bids fair to become a measure
of great utility and efficiency, as well
as to prove of economic value. The
Brooklyn Standard Union alludlne to
a recent order Issued by the
navy de
partment in changing stations of ships
in the Philippine Islands sav that tine
ordering home of the battleships Ohio
ana Wisconsin from the Philippines,
and the dispatching of the hie armored
cruisers the Pennsylvania, the Colo
rado, the West Virginian, and the
Maryland, all fast sailers and ennlnneH
for long distances, indicates a new and
better naval policy on the narr. of the
government, co'hforming more nearly
to that of the British
Admiralty,
adopted a year ago, of recalling Great
Britain s neavler ships from distant
waters and concentrating them nearer
Home, as in the Mediterranean, where
they will be readier for defense of
the home ports, the purpose for which
our own heavy battleshiDS were rte
signed. A number of torpedo boats
are also to be sent out to reinforce
the squadron composed of three light
crarts sent to the Philippines some
time ago. They are smaller than the
old boats, but are expected to be no
less effective. It is probable that in
the voyage over they will be accom
panied by larger vessels for greater
safety. The four cruisers will be
thoroughly overhauled to fit them for
their long absence from home and
tne absence of facilities for repair and
cleaning. Meantime, after a lone and
somewhat perilous voyage, the big
steel floating dock "Dewey" has ar
rived at Manila, and Is ready to ren
der aid to all the American war ves
sels in far eastern waters. The building and sending forth of this huee
and clumsy creation, "though expen
sive, was absolutely necessary, and
makes us independent of foreign aid,
even if it were to be had by travel
ing long distances.
The flotilla, it is expected, will start
within the next sixty days.
men-of-w-
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culated by 'those opposed to Joint
statehood to the effect that great
numbers of native born citizens of
Spanish or Mexican descent will be
disfranchised and will be ineligible for
office and jury duty because they do
not understand, read or speak the English lauguage, is bosh and has no foundation dn fact, whatever.
The customs now prevailing In the various
counties of the Territory will be allowed to go on for some time to
are
come, and until circumstances
such that changes can be properly
made. In twenty counties of the
Territory today all business is transacted and all records are kept in the
English language. In but five are the
records kept in the Spanish language
and even in some of theae, part of
the records appear In the Elnglish language. In these counties la majority
of the county officials speak and understand English. There is no difficulty experienced in the management
of affairs official, and no citizen,
whether or not he understands
or
speaks Spanish has trouble In attending to business with county officials and transacting such at county
offioes. These are the faots, as any
man can find out for himself by slight investigations of the
situation. No great work is required
nor much time need be expended to
satisfy any sensible man that the
above Is the case.
PROGRESS
ARIZONA

AND
AND

PROSPERITY

IN

NEW MEXICO.
j Under the above head
the El Paso
Herald, a paper opposed to joint state,
hood for New Mexico, makes, never
theless, and that very, likely unconsciously, a good argument for joint state
hood for the two Territories.
Prosperity abounds in both singly as the
Herald clearly demonstrates
and,
therefore, why should not greater

prosperity come to the two combined
into one great state? While the New
Mexican would prefer separate state
hood, yet having come to the conclu
sion that joint statehood alone is
practicable at this time and desiring
the boon of statehood at the earliest
possible moment, It came to the con
clusion to Biipport and work for the
joint article believing that the com
bination will redound to the best in
terests of all concerned. The Herald
says;
'There has been greater improve
ment in the newspaper press of New
Mexico and Arizona during the past
twelve months than during the preceding five years. There is hardly a
paper that has not enlarged its size,
secured better news reports and
its typographical appearance.
It is good evidence of progress in the
territories.
"Industry in all lines Is active. Rail
roads are being extended, Irrigation
works are being built, new buildings
are going up everywhere, progressive
people are coming in, capital is getting over its timidity, and the spirit
of
is getting control. The
territories are settling down to a businesslike existence, and they have
passed the frontier stage. The 'comis aroused, and
munity sentiment'
there Is nothing but prosperity and
contentment ahead."
ROOM FOR THE HISTORIC
AL SOCIETY.
The rooms in the old Palace in this

MORE

city heretofore occupied as a private
office by Judge Laughlln, should be
given over to the Historical Society
of New Mexico for occupation.
The
collections of this society are increas
ing In extent and in value right along.
The present quarters are too small
and too cramped for the proper display of the many historical and
archaeological treasurers now In its
possession and to which many additions are made right along. The society is doing great work for the Territory in the preservation and procur-men- t
of objects, of books, of papers
of historical value and interest not
only to the people, of this Territory,
but to those of the entire country. The
Board of Capitol Custodians that has
charge of the old Palace should heed
this suggestion promptly and enlarge
the present quarters of the Society as
Heated.

The State of Colorado was thirty
years old today. Its history during
this time has been a checkered one;
in some respects very creditable and
In others, especially from a political
standpoint, rather discreditable. That
state has grown great in population,
In material prosperity, in agriculture
and horticulture, in manufacturing, in
mining and in an educational direction.
It has not been a shining example
from a political standpoint, and there
is
much room for improvemtt.
The good people of the Centennial
State, however, are getting the upper
hand and matters will come out all
right in due course of time.
y

In the Las Cruces school district
the sum of $522 poll taxes was collected this year. This is a fine showing
and will compare more than favorably
with that made by many .school dis
tricts In the larger towns in the Ter
ritory. The provisions of the poll tax
law are just and fair, should be thor
oughly enforced in every precinct and
in every school district In New Mexl
co. In some counties that law is a
farce and no attention is paid to it.
This is a reprehensible and detriment
al state of affairs.

The determination of the Territorial
administration to push to completion
the Santa Fe end of the Scenlo. Hlcrh.
way between this city and Las Vegas
as rapidly as possible, is commendable
and in the right direction. Much work
has been done on this end and it is
believed by the beginning of the new
year what is called the Santa Fe secTHE SPANISH LANGUAGE IN
tion can be completed and become
COUNTY AFFAIRS.
for use for travelers, farmers,
The Hamilton joint statehood law ready
settlers and freight traffic. The pro
contains a provision that all official
is all right.
business under the new state govern ject
ment, should the state of Arizona be'
Three or four hundred American
come an accomplished fact, be con
ducted In the English language. This residents of the Isle of Pines on the
is proper and right and is the case Cuban coast have sent a delegation
to Washington to urge the administra
today in the territorial administration
tion to proclaim the Isle part of the
No allusion
is made to tflw United States.
conduct of county, city, or precinct
The New Mexican can see where
offices. This will be regulated by the they are right in
desiring to be a part
constitution and acts of the IxrfRla of this great country. As to the suctlve Assembly as time and occasion cess of the mission, that ,1s another
require. The story that Is being ck- - story.
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80 DECEPTIVE.

THE CHAMELEON.

Many Santa Fe People Fail to Real- the Seriousness.
Backache is so deceptive.
It comes and goes keeps you
guessing.
Learn the cause then cure It.
Nine times out of ten It comes from
the kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
cure It.
Cure every Sidney 111 from backache
to diabetes.
Here's a Santa Fe case to prove It:
Eusebio Escudero, of Griffin Street,
says: "I cannot exactly say how long
it is since I first noticed that I was
subject to backache, but it must be
nearly 3 years. It never was sufficient
ly painful to lay me up, but it worried
me considerably every now and then.
Noticing Doan's Pills advertised to
atop backache and other symptoms of
kidney complaint, led me to reason if
this remedy performed half what it
promised, it might at least help and I
went to Ireland's pharmacy for a box.
It fulfilled its promises to the letter,
for the backache stopped."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Doan's and
Remember the name
take no other.

It Ha Two Complete and Independa
ent Nervoua Syatem.

There are few Instances of double
birth in which two individuals are inseparably joined together, but among
animals It Is a common occurrence. A
case In point is the chameleon, long famous for its power of changing color.
The nervous centers In one lateral
half of the chameleon go on Independ
ently of those in the other. Notwithstanding the strictly symmetrical construction of the animal as to Its two
halves, they move quite independently
of one another and convey separate
Impressions to their respective centers
of perception. The consequence is that
When the animal is agitated its movements resemble those of two animals,
or, rather, perhaps, two halves of animals glued together. Each half wishes
to go its own way, and there is no concordance of action. The chameleon,
therefore, is the only four legged vertebrate that is unable to swim. It becomes so frightened when dropped Into
water that all faculty of concentration
Is lost, and the creature tumbles about
as If in a state of intoxication.
The chameleon, moreover, may. be
fast asleep on one side and wide awake
on the other. Cautiously approached at
night with a candle so as not to awak
en the whole animal at once, the eye
turned toward the light will open and
begin to move and the corresponding
Legal blanks of every description, side to change color, whereas the other
and conforming to the laws of New side will remain for a longer or shorter
Mexico, are on hand and for sale bj time in a torpid, motionless and un
the New Mexican Printing Company. changed state with Its eye fast shu- tExchange.
Special summer rates to Los Ange
DIET DELUSIONS.
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coas
points by way of the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway, E. P. & S. W. Railway, They Come Down to U From the Old
Barbarous Tribe.
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
Some diet delusions are of most mod
For information call on or address S.
ern date, while others are of most reB. Grimshaw, general passenger agent
spectable antiquity. Among the latter
Is that very ancient survival, the noNEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
tion that particular foods are "good"
Herewith are some bargains offered for particular things or effects.
This is au almost direct descendant
by the New Mexican Printing Com
pany: Code of Civil Procedure o( the of the notion, held with greater or less
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep unanimity by. nearly all savage and
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri barbarous tribes, that the flesh or visPleading forms, $5; Missouri Code cera of birds and animals possessing
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt particular qualities will be likely to
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New produce the same qualities in thdse
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English who eat them.
Thus Nero used to banquet on night
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
or the round trip, $16.90, tickets good ingales' tongues In the hope of improvand Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full ing his voice, and the savage cut out
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50; and devoured the heart of the bear,
Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pocket the liver of the buffalo, etc., believing
two
or that the strength and courage of these
Docket,
single, $1.25:
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su- animals would thereby be transferred
to himself.
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, In
It is
the most grew- at
delivered
clusive,
publisher's price, some probable that
cannibalism-w- as
of
ancestral
rites
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
largely due to the same belief, alLaws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
of course, in Neanderthal days
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico though,
man would have no more
Reports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered; primitive about
hesitancy
eating his enemy after
full list school blanks.
he had killed him than he would in de
vouring a bear or a deer.
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
In fact, the early converts of the
The new marriage license law re missionaries in the South Sea islands
quires probate clerks to post three referred to their favorite dish as "long
copies of the new law in conspicuous pig." Every known Ace has at some
places in each precinct. The New time been cannibal. McClure's 'MagaMexican bias printed the law neatly zine.
on cardboard and Is now ready to fill
Magyar Hnale.
orders In English or Spanish at fifty
Of Magyar art music seems to bave
cents for each poster. Probate clerks
should enter their orders immediately, gained the widest admiration, and It is
as the new law went into effect on certain that musical executants of the
first order, and in the case of Liszt of
unique grandeur, have justified part
WHAT WE WILL DO.
of the expectations with which musical
Whenever you want an easy shave
Europe has long looked upon Hungary.
As good as barbers ever gave,
Magyar music can be likened to nothJust call on us at our salon
ing more aptly than to the exclusively
At morn or eve or busy noon.
Hungarian river Thelss. Capricious
We'll curl and dress the hair with and majestic, teeming with life and
lilting up for miles, surrounded by
grace,
We'll suit the contour of your face.
charming florlture of water lilies and
alder trees and suddenly again by poiOur razor' sharp and scissors keen,
Our shop Is neat and towels are clean, sonous marshes and swamps, such is
the Theiss, such is Hungarian music
And everything we think you'll find
To suit the taste and ulease the mind. stirring, bewildering, unspeakably sadFirst class bath room, T. W. Robert's dening, inexpressibly exhilarating. It
0. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block, Is the music of rhapsodic souls, of InSan Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M. toxication, of the battlefield, of wild
war dances after the victory. But, like
the great river, it cannot be regulated.
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
Nineteenth Century.
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
June 1st to September 30th the
Sunlight For All the Leavea.
Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
The
plant of India has a
and return at the rate of $22.50; Colo methodtelegraph
all its own for catching the
rado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55, unshlne. Each of its leaves is comTickets on sale daily and are good for
posed of three leaflets. The larger terreturn passage until October 31st.
minal one erects itself during the day
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
and turns sharply down at night, while
M.
Santa Fe, N.
the other two smaller leaflets move
constantly day and night, describing
TO CLOUDCROFT.
complete circles with a peculiar jerkA Summer Resort In Our Own Terri ing motion like the second hand of a
watch. Occasionally they rest for a
tory.
period and then go on again, thus
June
reCommencing
1st, good for
turn September 29th, 1906, the Santa bringing every part of every leaf to
Fe Central Railway, in connection the full action of the sunlight.
with the E. P. & S. W. Railway wiU
Here Trlflea.
sell round trip tickets at the low rate
"Folks all well this morning, Tomof $14.fi5. For advertising matter de
asked a friend of the family.
scriptive of Cloudcroft, call on or ad- my?"
"Yes'm,"
replied Tommy.
dress S. B. Grimshaw, General Pas"I am glad to hear it. The last time
senger Agent.
1 heard from them your papa was suffering from rheumatic gout and your
mamma had neuralgia."
"Oh, yes, they've still got 'em. I
SEASiCE EXCURSIONS
thought you meant was any of us
Commencing May 1st and until Sep- sick."
tember 30th the Santa Fe will sell tickets on each Tuesday, Thursday and
The Gentleman.
It is possible for every man to asSaturday to Los Angeles and San Diego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90 sume an elegant manner, but the true
for the round trip. Return limit of gentleman is nature's own nobleman,
who never forgets to be polite to
y
ticket November 30th, 1906. Stop-ovallowed in California. For narticulara
one, and it is as easy to discern
the assumed from the Innate good
call on agents of the Santa Fe.
H. 8. LUTZ, Agent,
breeding as It Is to distinguish paste
from diamonds. Dickens.
8anta Fe, N. M.
er-er-

The Teat.
hat
The Soulful
is the true
test of poetry? The Poet Well, if one
can get a poem accepted that is written on both sides of the paper he may
rest assured that it, is a good thing.
Girl-W-

LOCAL
No. 721
No. 723..
No. 726

TIME TABLE.
Arrive.
..12:01 p. m.

Every man is valued in this world as
be shows by his conduct that he wishes
to be valued. Bruy ere.

RSEHGY

GENERAL AGENT8 FOR NEW MEXICO

GOffiPHH
FOR

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

Co., of

fJational Surety

flew York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

-

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

Om of the Best Hotels

Foster-Milbur-

California

ISDiNG E

BERGERE

1, 1906.

k the West

Cridne and Table Servict Unexcelled

LfttP SttmfU Rooms for Commercial Trartka.
LACOMB & GABLE, Proprietors.

THE

C

L

A
I

R
E
HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. 8team
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Bntton we do the rest.

Cofonado Hotel
The Best 50c Booms in the Southwest.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night and Day.
Regular Meals, 25c.
Serves First Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season.
' 222 San Francisco St.
South Side Plaza.
:

G.

LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor.
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO.

SAJ1TA FE

SAMTArIUP

Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT COTTAGES

THE

FOR

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

Diet and treatment as approved by leading medical authorities. Personal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fever
and other patients. For further particulars address,
IDR. J. H. SLOAN, Medical Director, SANTA FE, N. M.

Fresh Flowers All the Time.

Fresh Fruits In 8eaton.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, 8anta Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

DUDROW
Dcdertakers

QODTEHIE

-

ad

Enbalaers
ALL KIKDS

Or PICTURE

FRAMING.

i Office Btuldinf.
35.

Mlsrlsttl DY TtkpoM
LB.

THE- -

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

AtBtoffioMIe

The New Mexican Printing Company
:16p.m.
9:40 p.m. has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
Depart.
No. 720
,
...9:00 a, m. the desk, and also for lawyers and The short llni between Santa T., Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
No. 722
4:20 p. in. merchants; good anywhere. We will Albuquerque an I all points of Central 4 a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
No. 724 ,
..7:30 p. m. sell them at Ave cents in book form, and Western Ni w Mexico and Roawell Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
,
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
No. 722 connects wljb. No. 1 west
but will give a discount on quantities.
ind the Pecos alley, saving passes m. This is the schedule time allowed
No. 724 connects with No. 7 Teat
gers and malls at least 24 hours in for carrying the mail, but under favorNo. 1 stops at all stations.
The New Mexican Printing Company time in
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy is
making nese points; also con- able conditions, the trip is made in
to
furnish
cards
de
visite necting at Tom ace with the Bock Is about half the time. Grips and hand
to Albuquerque to discharge passen- forprepared
ladles or gentlemen on short no- land
system fol all points east and sachels carried, but cannot handle
gers from Santa Fe.
tice, in first class style at reasonable rest
trunks' at present
H. S. LUTZ, Agent
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
Ticket
Office, Craton Blk., east on the New Mexican
City
Printing ComI. W. STIOCKARD, Manager. Rbiwefl, New Mexte
side FIms, ttobta Fe, New; Mexico.
pany and leave your orders.

MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY
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NEWS NOTES

WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.

Ft

Cochlso
County.
Francisco Runa, the crazed Mexican
who Imagines Ponce de Leon Is seekThe oldest banking Institution In Nsw Mexico. Established In 1170.
water as far east as the Rock Island. The com- ing his life, la still In jail at Douglas
The A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company will sink fourteen deep wells at Willard and pump
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.
official
of
arrival
the
papers
pending
LEVI A. HUGHE8, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
town site and Is negotiating for forty acres more,
Droni Washington, which will doubt
pany has bought twenty acres of ground adjoining the
.
Assistant Cashier.
less bear instructions to have him takThe
en across the line into Mexico.
poor fellow Is In a sad condition. He
Capital I1MJM.
Surplus ana" Undlvl 'sd Profits
runs about over the Jail yard looking
behind corners, up In the air and ev
come now. The town site is owned by
Loans 4
Willard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better
Traneaote a gcnsral banking bualneee In all Its branches.
as if he expected to see his
erywhere
colof
would-bpersonal and
assassin. Every chance he
tionsy on the moet favorable terme on all klnde
.
, ..
.
i
all marketa lor w,
hAnjl mnM mtnriem In anuj
wai nuuiiif, n
gais ub graus a luug huuu ami tuiei
Its customsrs. Buys and aelle domeetlo and foreign exchange and J 8lyly walking backward a few steps,
makes telegraphic transfers ofmonoy to all parte of the civilized j rushes forward brandishing the stick
WILBUR A. DUN LAW, Vice Pres.
In the air In a manner which makes
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
one feel like he would not like to be
agency, publio or private. Intereet s1 lowed on time deposits at the
a
uim
Secretary.
rate of three per oent per annum, on a alx month' or year'e term. J near him
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
Liberal advances made on consignments or live stocx ana proaucie. ,
Pima County,
Co. Stores at Willard, has charge of the sale of lots In the absence of Mr. Corbett.
Becker
John
The
of
Carl A. Dalles, Manager
Mrs. Leonardo Romero of Tucson,
The bank executes all orders of Ite patrons In ths banking line, and
alms to extend to them aa liberal treatment In all respects, ae le eonproved to the satisfaction of Probate
aletant with eafety and the principles of sound banking. Safety De- Judge W. J. Klrkpatrick that she is
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
Is rsspeotfully so- w
the daughter of the late Dona Fancha good rains, and the corn Is practically THE BEAUTIFUL
posit boxes for rsiA The patronags of ths publlo
One of the best fruit ranches In
2 Molted.
a
as
Morales
has
been
and
result
from
demand
ap
a
so
that
stronger
f
safe,
northern Santa Fe County, about twenESPANOLA VALLEY
pointed administratrix of the estate. tlhe 'country will no doubt develop as
Fraucisca Villa, a sister of Dona Pan soon as receipts warrant It.
Effective Monday, February 26, 1906. ty miles from this city, 1b for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Fruit
for
Conditions
cha contended that Dona Pancha had
Possible
Finest
The break in sheep and lamb prices
North Bouud Max. Frost, Boi No
,
South Bouud
8aota Fe,
no children and that consequently Bhe
Raising Abundance of Water.
stopped the heavy receipts laBt week,
New Mexico
was the sole heir to the estate worth
Statloiii.
Alt! No 2
Rio
of the
mar
No
Ml
the
and
The
Valley
head,
17,000
Espanola
total
supply
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
about 812,000 in real eBtate. The case ket took on a firmer tone last hair Grande beginning twenty miles north
1 20 p
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was the most interesting one t..
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" 8,370 i.10 p
haps the greatest irrigated valley
"
S 40
Established and Supported by the Territory.
of witnesses and of
the examination
Stouley
wethers, 81 pounds, Bold to feeders New Mexico. No other valley has a 4.10 pp
" ... .Uuriarty .. " 6,250 1.J5 p
.
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from
heard
went
" fl.ns .10 p
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feeders
testimony
of
Eastern
per
other
4.80
Standard
and
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all
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at $4.75 today,
graduate!
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,
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better climate, soil, variety of pro- n oo p
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sons.
a
was
character
Dona
Pancha
to
some
comto
packers
$4.85,
out at $4.70
"
6 3j
Willard.,.. " ,iai 11.25
Colleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and
MAX. FROST.
known not alone In Tucson, but all at $5.00, spring lambs selling lately ducts or more abundant supply of d.M
" ....J'rogreno... " 6,210 lO.'.h a
all conveniences.
electric-lightebaths,
In this 7.15 pt
a
"
at law.
soil
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The
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plete;
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for
In
Attorney
Born
over
Irrigation.
the
a
can
Sonora,
tor
territory.
at 7.00 to $7.50. There is
Is
8.
P
trr ...Turrauoe..Lve 6,476 9 50 a Santa Fe
New Mexico.
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8250 per session. Session
Mexico, married to a Colonel in the choice breeding ewes, some sold last valley is free from alkali, cold, stormy
shree terms of thirteen weeks each,
Mexican army at the age of 13 to week at upwards of $5.00, Arizona winters or excessively hot summers;
N.
with
M.,
at Santa Fe,
RICHARD H. HANNA.
which union a child was born; com
to $5.75, it is shut in by high mountains and theConnecting
ROSWEW Is a noted health resort, 8,700 feet above
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad tor
yearlings quotable at $5.25
at Law.
Ing later to this country and becoming wethers $5.00 to $5.25. No goats or as a fruit district the conditions are
Sunshine every'dayfrom September to June.
all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Phone 66. Attorneys
were Texas muttons here for some time. almost
famous for her eccentricities,
Office, Griffin Blk
REOENT8 Nathan ' Jaffa, W. M Bead, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
perfect. Thousands of acres Montana, Washington, and tne ureat
some of the things brought out by
as lie uncultivated and
of
regarded
cent
basis
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Cahoon
prices
B.
Present
and
eighty
per
Northwest.
Flnlay
' COL. J. W, WILLSON,
the testimony. Pena del Pino, who
Q. W. PRICHARD,
likely to stand for the present.
of the waters of the great Rio Grande
Supt.
For particulars address
Connecting at Torrance for all
was first appointed administrator, and
and Counselor at Law.
Mo.,
July
Attorney
Kansas
City,
Stock Yards,
Home seekers are points east and west with Golden State
whose letters were later revoked, act 27 Some sales of western and south roll by unused.
Practices in all the District Courts
43 and 44. Pull
Nos.
are
Limited
trains
more
and
here
rapidly
settling
ed as business agent for Dona Pancha
and gives special attention to cases
western cattle, calves and hogs here welcomed to
help make this beautiful man berths reserved by wire.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
during her later years. He contended this week:
address
information
and
For
rates
also that Francisca Villa, the sister,
u valley the best In the Rockies.
Office, Capitol BldR., Santa Fe, N. M.
B. GR1MSHAW,
S.
Nuckels & J. Lamar, Colo.,
For further particulars in general,
was the sole heir. He testified that
Santa Fe.
1334, $5.75.
Agent,
steera,
General
Passenger
dnrlne her last months Dona Pancha
of bearing orchards, Improved
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Col. Lockhart,
Sugar uuy, uoio., prices
To and From Roswell.
test- - nad
frequently told him that she had 107
and unimproved lands, etc., address
These Celebrated Hot Springs are tLsse waters has been thoroughly
$5.35.
Automobile
Attorney at law.
1267,
with
steers,
made
Connection
ed by the mlraculoua cures attested to no children. It was contended that
estate and imSanta Fe,
New Mexico.
located In the midst of the Ancient In
Col. Lockhart,
Sugar City, Colo., Roscoe C. Bonney, real
Line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
the following diseases: Paralysis, Mrs. Romero had been bought from
migration agent, Espanola, New
Palace Ave.
Ros Office, Sena Blk.
miles wept
for
37 steers, 1271, $5.20.
Torrance
leaves
Jllff Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
Automobile
Esteben
named
merchant
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption, a Sonora
Mounts & H., Hereford, Texas,
well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kid- - for $300 when she was but six years
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves RosCHAS. A. LAW,
Old timers, however, testified 32 calves. 171, $5.25.
ners. Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec- - old.
Fe, an about twelve miles from
Mounts & H.. Hereford, Texas, SANTA CLARA INDIAN FESTIVAL. well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
merAttorney-at-Law- .
the
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that
given
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and Rio
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fare
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U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
for keeping the child wnue 19 calves, 210, $3.50.
InGrande Railway,, from which point a Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board, chant $300
On
Clara
Santa
occasion
the
this
A
M. Browder. Memphis, Texas,
tween Santa Fe and Torrance is $6.65 Clayton,
New Mexico.
and bathing $2.60 per day; $1 Dona Pancha was In this country,
dians will be joined by those of San and between Torrance and Roswell
dally line of stages runs to the springs. lodging
195 calves, 186, $5.25.
meets
County,
month.
week:
$60
Maricopa
Stage
per
per
Is
waters
The temperature of these
Texas, Juan and San Ildefonso and an ex- $10. Reserve seats on automobile by
A. M. Browder, Memphis,
Having tried several physicians and
N. S. Rose,
George Spence.
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver fains and waits for Santa Fetended program of dancing, racing and wire.
J. W. STOCKARD,
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means
numerous
retort
is
Jerry
getting
This
8PENCE & R08E.
train
upon request.
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet Climate
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Line.
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Mounts & Hicks, Umbarger, Texas, games
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at all seasons and is open all Mlllay, superintendent of the
Attorneys.
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over
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Hereford,
Entry
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(Homestead
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Fe at 9 a. m., and from Yuma to consult with Dr.
Specialities, Notary In Office.
hotel for ths convenience of Invalids can leave Sant
the D. & R. G. Railway on this date,
Notice for Publication.
same lam Wylie regarding his peculiar case, 11 cows, 780, $3.25.
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Hereford, Texas,
Clifford Stayton,
Department of the Interior, Land
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to
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turning arriving at Santa Fe at
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For further intendent Millay has fallen from a 40 calves, 270, $3.75.
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN.
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe
W. Milan, Memphis, Texas, 49 calves p. m.
health
in
excellent
July 12, 1906.
man
robust
address
strong,
Attorney at law.
Fare
for
the
Tick
round
Springs In the" world. The efficacy of particulars,
$1.50.
trip
to almost a skeleton of his former self. 1G1, $5.00.
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settler
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Weighing
District Attorney for Dona Ana
and Kerr's Barber Shop.
192, $3.50.
of his Intention to make final proof Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coud
ago Mlllay will now scarcely tip the calves,
39 can- Texas,
Rowe,
J.
H,
Rowe,
In support of his claim, and that said ties, Third Judicial District.
Ojo Callente. Taos County, N. JH. beam at 125.
OVER THE FOOT BOARD.
Between $30,000 and $50,000 will ners, 742, $2.00.
will be made before the register
proof
After using Dr. Laurltzen's Health
J. H. Rowe, Rowe, Texas, i neirers,
change Wids between A. J. Chandat Santa Fe, N. M., on
or
receiver
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Rowe,
a
Texas,
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Rowe,
Attorney at law.
feeling
morning
chase of 100 ostrlchs wlDhin the next
SecDistrict Attorney, Luna County.
that will almost induce you to Jump Pablo Chavez, for the NE
few days at Phoenix, a deal having 1220, $2.50.
New Mexico
Demlng
Clifton Chism, Roswell, New Mexico, ever the foot board with delight, it 10, T. 11 N., R. 13 E.
been closed as a result of which
He names the following witnesses
tones
71 hogs, 192, $6.60.
the
entire
up
system.
Chandler and those interested with
H. 8. KAUNE & CO.
H. Boaham.
to prove his continuous residence up
H. C. Wade.
Clifton Chism, Roswell, New Mexico,
him will acquire that number of birds.
Phone 26. on and cultivation of said land, viz.::
BON HAM A WADE,
That Chandler's purchase is 'tlhe fore- 79 hogs, 157, $6.60.
Some sales of western and south- CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38.
Frank S. Leyba, Natlvidad Leyba,
Attorneys at Liv
runner of future purchases which will
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this
here
in the Supreme and Dis
Practice
of
western
all
Luis
Macarlo
sheep
Leyba,
Montoya,
'
bring the ownership of all the os
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Monday, July 23d, 1906.
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND Gallsteo, N. M.
triches in the Salt River Valley under
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
H. J. Gray, Maine, Arizona, 940
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
one company is persistently rumored.
Surveyor Generals and U. S. Land
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906
Associated with Chandler in the deal lambs, 63, $7.00.
Register
Officers.
J. Nelson, Holbrook, Arizona, 955
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
Ha
Lu Cruces. N. M.
Wax, Featehr an Linen fewm Ww
Is D. M. Ferry of Buffalo, who owns
Blankets, Basket
will sell tickets to Minneapolis and
$7.15.
ane
67,
. .
Other
era..
lambs,
Oamete
Tarawa
lees,
If you do not care to pay for a daily
the gigantic seed house that hoars
Opal,
H. C. Lockett, Flagstaff, Arizona, return at a rate of $31.30.
E. C. ABBOTT,
Urn.
UN MTT: Te Have the Beet ef BverytMftf aa
his name. L. Ferry's Interest in At!
subscribe for the Weekly New
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and 11th; paper,
Attorney at law.
Mexican Review and get the cream of
zona already Includes a large amount 2,117 lambs, 65, $7.10. 1966.
Practices n the District and Su
good for return passage Sept 30th, the week's
Tuesday, July 240h,
of stock in the Santa Fe, Prescott &
doings. It is an excellent
T. Adamson, Heber City, Utah, 508 1906.
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at
to send to your friends.
Phoenix road, as well as part ownerpaper
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
103, $5.00.
tendon given to all business.
ship in several big mines that are wethers,
Santa Fe, N. M.
T. Adamison, Heber City, Utah, 476
District Attorney for the Counties
The New Mexican can do printing
controlled and operated 'by the De97, $5.00.
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Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Sao
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In
the
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that
large
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velopment Company of America.
The New Mexican Printing Company cities. Our solicitor:
C. C. Hutchinson, Maine,
Arizona,
of Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico
piece
Every
Mrs. Rebecca Blackburn, of Mesa,
Is prepared to fill promptly and satisDEALER IN
work we turn out. Try our work ones
was 'bitten by a rattlesnake, a few 906 wethers, 67, $7.25.
Filigree
Woolfolk & H Flagstaff, Arizona, factorily all orders for engraved visit and you will certainly come again. We
A. B. RENEHAN,
The
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gave a warning
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Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
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Repair of Fine Watches
B. Adamson, Heber City, Utah, 508 In the Southwest
or
The Legislative Manual for 1905
and she will recover, though the foot
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
$4.75.
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and lower part of her teg is badly wethers, 104,
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
G. B. Rounds, La Junta, Colorado,
"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
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song every business man and
The unusually warm weather for
Attorney at law.
Woolfolk & H., Flagstaff, Arizona, that is gaining In population every interest to every citizen, 304 pages
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New Mexico.
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Fe
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Imported and Native Wises for Family Use.
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Washington,
SUMMER
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the Supreme Court of the Territory;
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to
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New
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Island
York;
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Louis;
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Court In Washington.
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date
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particulars
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Dakota,
Dakota,
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Old Chronic Sores.
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As a dressing for old chronic sores
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cheaper. The loss in the price has dy, Canon City, Colorado; William R. there is nothing so good as Chamber- Louis $43.35. Kansas City $35.85. Mem diseases without drugs or medicines.
had the effect of reducing the supply Hill, Kansas
No charge tor Consultation
$45.50. For further infor
City; George W. Harbin, lain's Salve. While it Is not advis
several thousand head today, and the Jicarilla; H. S. Hanner, Denver; L. able to heal old sores entirelyl they phis, Tenn., on S. B.
Phone 156.
p. m.
m.,
Qrimsnaw, gener Hours:
mation, call
market is a shade firmer today, al- Lewis, Cowles; C. Romero, Las Vegas; should be kept in a good condition, al passenger agent
though weakened considerably under Elf ego Baca, Socorro; E. T. Howes, for which this salve is especially val
AND THE NORTH AND EAST
I
MINING ENGINEERS.
the influence of an excessive supply Alamosa; Mrs. A. Reese, Port Win-gat- uable. For sore
nipples ChamberH. E. No. 9536.
and lower prices at Chicago. Total
H. Cassmeyer, Las Vegas.
lain's Salve has no superior. For sale .. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
CONY T. BROWN.
run today is 11,000 head, including
Normandie.
by all druggists.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
Mining Engineer.
3,000 quarantines, in which division
Bertodlno Maes, Lamy; Margarita
TORRANCE
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Secretary and Treasurer; New Mexico
the supply is less than half as heavy Gomez,
Glorieta; Miss Minnie MaxSubscribe
for
the New Mexican,
Schoel of Mines.
July 6, 1906.
as last Monday. Stuff direct from the
well, Peoria, Illinois; John Mitchell, We print the news the day it hap
New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that the fol Socorro,
big range country is still scarce, the Lawrence, Kansas; Antonio Salazar,
pens.
filed notice
has
first shipment of Colorados received
settler
named
lowing
Las
VegAlbuquerque; Peter Lawson,
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.
of his intention to make final tproof
shipment of J. W. Rector, from as.
I today,
If you cannot afford to pay for
White River Territory, steers wei
in support of his clalsi, and that said
paper, subscribe for the Weekly
ing 1050 pounds at $4.00, and cows
CORBET & SMYTHE.
will be made before the regis
I
The New Mexican Printing Company dally
New Mexican Review and get the proof
950 pounds at $3.00. Panhandle cows
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
ter
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Is prepared to do the best of brief
or
e
of
cream
is
It
week's
the
sold
at
to
at
veals
$2.50
doings.
$2.80,
today
A Wide Vestlbuled, Electric Lighted Train
Engineera.
work in short order and at very reasAugust 17, 1906, viz: Rafugio Gutter
to send to your friends.
$5.00 and $5.25, stock calves around
and General Contracting.
who desire to good paper
rates.
Assaying
S 2, NW 4, N 2, SW 4,
onable
the
for
Lawyers,
rez,
CHANGE
WITHOUT
THROUGH
RUNNING
BETWEEN
$3.50, these prices for different shipEast side Plaza... ..Santa Fe, N. M.
briefs printed rapidly and
Sec. 17, T 1 BN ,R 11 E.
REMEMBERI
ments of panhandle stuff. Stocker have their
and to present them to the
witnesses
correctly
the
names
following
He
and feeder trade has been disappointThat the Bon Ton is the only eating
RALPH A. MARBLE,
Supreme Court now in session here
continuous residence up
ing so lar this season, mainly because on
house in the city of Santa Fe that to prove his
MexAlso Another Fast Thro' Train Dally.
on
New
the
call
should
Civil Engineer and Surveyor.
time,
of
viz:
said
cultivation
on
land,
and
of the small assortment that has yet
and leave their keeps open at night. The doors are
United Statea Deputy.
Juan Gonzales y Rolbal of Glorieta,
been received, the best demand being ican Printing Company
never closed and you can get someFolders, rates, schedules and other information regarding to
New Mexico.
M.
N.
for good to choice 1,000 to 1,200 pound
or
hour
of
Estancla,
the
at
to
eat
day
any
The New Mexican Bindery Is turn thing
Albino Enslnas of Glorieta, N. M.
feeders, at $4,00 to $4.70. Medium and
trip cheerfully furnished on application to
night.
the
common grades are slow to move at New Mexican Review and get
HIRAM T. BROWN,
Atanacio Rlbera of Glorteta, N. M.
V. R. STILES,
J. A. HILDEBBANT,
$2.50 to $3.75, including thin and un by Bending- in a number of orders.
of Santa Fe, N. M, CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR
Sandoval
Manuel
to
alme
Mexican
New
The
please
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
desirable stock cattle. Pastures have
V. 8. Mineral Surveyor
MANUEL R. OTERO,
in the community. It
General Passenger Agent,
been benefitted In nearly all local!- - We print the news the day it hap' the beat element
New Mexico.
Agent,
anuFs,
Register
Is always clean.
It
and
Is
'
:
always
bright
ties In Missouri and Kansas lately by pens.
El Paso, Tex.
N. M.
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Calif ofnia, Mexico
AND THE WEST.
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via
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EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
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personal mention) Does Your Stomach

STETSOLHATS
To the East as well as to the West,
To the North and to the South the

V,'','",'',l',',,y
RUT

in increasing: numbers year after year, The whole World
contributes in matetial and wears the result
Everywhere the Stetson Hat Soft and Dervy are acknowledged as the standard in style, beauty and finish.
Go

WE

CARRY

A

FULL LINE AT POPULAR PRICES

We also Carry another line which comes cheaper in price,
Soft, from $1. 25 to up to $3.50
Derby, $3.50.

SWEET

'I

i

tlp

'

No doubt, you

LA

have heard of the
SWEET ORR pants
We carry a big line

Jamuw
it

mm
liff

1

il

11

I

in

of

latest styles.

Handsome

pat-

terns and perfect
fit will certainly
please you.
San FrancNco St.
6ANTA FE,

-

N. M.

-

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

WINTER GROCERY CO.

i

CAPN

CITY

Stf awber fies !
Agents for

w

jpsssmv
Established

Incorporated

OF

Shoop's

KNEIPP IMLT COFFEE
M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
S. E. Comer Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

Seligm an Bros. Co.

chase table supplies.
Mrs. Starr Hayes, of Dixon, arrived
in the city this afternoon and Is stopping at the Claire Hotel.
of coming disease Is itwlse to Ignore)
Antonio Salazar, a farmer from symptoms
themf You who never eat a heurty meal withMining Blanks.
near Albuquerque, was In the city out a sense of fullness A. followed by a period
oeware.
Amended Location Notice,
lassitude orjrVvdrowslness
yesterday on business at the land of- of
Hons and you sural
Neglect these condl.
sheet.
indigestion you'u Agreement of Publisher,
fice.
invite distressing
miserable
become a sallow,
dyi
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
1 v experience any
Attorney Charles A. Spless of Las peptic. Do you ItIt
w m sr
ais- sheet
Appeal Bonds,
Vegas, spent today In Albuqerque and oi tnese sytnp- rating.return- after
i
sheet.
Bonds, Criminal,
Appeal
looked nfter legal affairs in the Duke tress
to
of
food
mouth.
lng
sheet.
nit oi atom- - Appearance Bond,
gnawing at
City.
of gas, belch- ach.ruii)bllng
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
Miss Minnie Maxwell, of Peoria, Il- lng of wind.
loss of BPDills
headache,
.
sheet.
Heartburn.
tlte.
In
the
arrived
linois,
city yesterday ziness! If
in
lufier
oi
any
you
from the east and left today for
is clear - Bond for Appearance, District Court,
these ways, your
uty
mirfifl onen to vouthere is out one
sheet.
Serves these special Justice Quarterly Report,
strengthen the insidesa
off forever this
of
Bond for1 Deed,
nerveshake
Bonanza,
sheet
stomach
Andrews,
Edgar
v
nerves
la
disease.
of
Put thedbrestive
well known farmer and poultry rais- evidence
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
nnri1t.lnn to act as nature intended they should.
tne iuhiu. Bond of Indemulty,
sheet,
er, was in the city today on a busi- Don't drug, aon't iorce just give
nerves natural foroe, gentle tonic, nature's help.
ness mission,
Dr. Shoop's Kestoratlvs' (Tablets or T.lqtid) Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
Official Bond,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Thomas, should be taken to do this It is the only preshee t.
scription which builds up, or evej attempts to Official
tourists from New Orleans, arrived in restore
sheet
Bond, Road Supervisor,
the inside stomach nerves. Sold by
the city last night and are registered
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
FISCHER DRUG CO.
at the Palace hotel.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
William Mcintosh, extensive sheep and Mechanic Arts, at Mesllla Park, Guardian's Bond and1 Oath,
sheet.
raiser In the Estancia Valley, has will accompany him to Santa Fe.
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
gone from Albuquerque to his sheep
Professor Hiram Hadley, superin- Administrator's Bond and Oath,
ranch In Torrance County.
sheet.
tendent of public instruction, returned
home
Miss Louise Piatt returned
sheet.
last night after attending the teach- Letters Testamentary,
last evening from a vacation spent at ers' Institutes of Sandoval, Socorro, Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet.
her old 'home in St. Louis, Missouri, Sierra and Ijlncoln Counties and also Declaration In Assumpsit on Note. Viwhere her parents reside.
sheet.
being present at the- meeting of the
sheet.
Elfega Baca, Socorro attorney, and board of trustees of the College of Satisfaction of Mortgage,
So
well known in political circles in
sheet.
and Mechanic Arts at Me- Assignment of Mortgage,
Agriculture
corro County, had his name on the sllla Park. Professor Hadley is ill. Mortgage Deed without insurance
Claire Hotel register today.
Clause, Mrsheet
He attended to his duties at the CapiMrs. Margarita Gomez, of Glorleta,
sheet.
tol building a part of today and spent Options,
was in the city yesterday, having the remainder of the time at home Notice of Protest,
come here to consult a pihysiclan. She
Notaries' Notice of Publication, Vi
recuperating.
returned home on the evening train
sheet.
old
an
of
Chamita,
Francisco Serna,
James G. Caldwell, Jr., of St .Louis,
nheet.
Deed,
Warranty
who
and
of Rio Arriba County,
is in the city for a few days on bus! citizen
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
Board
the
of
chairman
as
served
has
ness. Mr. Caldwell is the traveling
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
of
spent
today
Commissioners,
County
Deed of Trust, full Sheet,
representative of a big shoe factory
Mr,
business.
In
on
town
personal
at St. Ivouis.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
Mrs. Serna says crops in his section will Homestead Affidavit,
H. J. Raner and daughter,
sheet.
will be some
and
there
bountiful
be
In
Belle Rogers, of Watrous, arrived
Homestead Application,
much as there
the city yesterday afternoon and will fruit, although not as
sheet.
Affidavit,
are
conditions
Stock
be here for a few days. They are was last year.
Homestead Proof, full sheet
not
very good. People have as yet
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
guests at the Palace Hotel.
Hon. Thomas D. Burns, of TIerra taken much interest in the statehood Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
believes
he
a
that
but
very
Affidavit Reauired of Claimant, 4 069,
Amarllla, one of the leading business question,
In
of
favor
be
secured
vote
can'
men and sheep growers of northwest good
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
ern New Mexico, registered at the the measure with proper work.
sheet.
Hon. S. M. Stockslager, of WashingPalace Hotel last evening.
sheet.
Lease,
Nain
the
Nicolas Galles, of Las Cruces, re- ton, well known attorney
Laue of Personal Property,
ceiver of the Torpedo Mining Com tional Capital, was a visitor to this unattel Mortgage,
sheet.
pany, arrived at noon today and at city yesterday. He, was chaperoned Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
tended to legal business. He returned by his friend Morton C, Miller, of the Acknowledgment,
sheet.
auditor's office, both being from the Mortgage Deed,
to his southern home this evening.
sheet
Frank Crandall, clerk at the TJ. S. same town in the Hoosier State and Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Indian Training School, left last night their families having been friends for Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
for a month's vacation in California. many years. Mr. Stockslager when a Complaint, Criminal,
sheet.
He will spend most of the time at bpy was a pupil of the Sunday school Forcible Entry and Detainer, ComLos Angeles and the Catalina Island. taught by Mr. Miller's grandfather "In
sheet.
plaint,
the days of long ago." Mr. Stock- Forcible Entry and Detainer, SumA. M. Cheever, clerk in the federal
sheet.
land office In this city, has been slager enjoyed his visit here greatly
mons,
sheet.
transferred to the land office at ltos- and left for home on this forenoon's Replevin Boud,
well and left for his new post of duty train.
Execution
Forcible Entry and Dethis noon over the Santa Fe Central
sheet.
Edward C. Wade, of Las Cruces, a
tainer,
sheet.
Railway.
prominent citizen and leading lawyer Replevin Writ,
Colonel and Mrs. H. H. Betts, of of southern New Mexico who has been Replevin Aittdavlt,
sheet.
Silver City, arrived at noon today and here for three days on legal business, Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet
will attend the reception at the
returned to his southern home last Warrant,
sheet
sheet.
residence
this evening, evening, Mr. Wade is very well known Commitment,
sheet.
Colonel Betts is an
p
on in this city where he practiced law Attachment Affidavit,
in the early 80's before moving to Attachment Bond,
sheet.
the staff of the Governor.
The Misses Mildred and Artless southern New Mexico. He Is now a
General Blanks.
sheet.
Brown, of Las Vegas, have gone to member of the law firm of Bonham & Township Plats,
Raton where they will be guests of Wade, which, does an extensive legal Sheep Contract,
sheet
Mrs. C. N. Blackwell and will attend a business in the counties of the third Agreement,
sheet.
His partner Mr. Application for License, Retail Liquor
large house party to be given by Mrs. judicial district.
Bonham also practiced law here fifteen
Blackwell at an early date.
aheet.
Dealers,
Game Warden William E. Griffin years ago.
Application for License, Games an
who is absent on a tour of inspection
sheet.
The El Paso Times of last Monday Butcher's Bond,
to ascertain how the game laws are says Jefferson Raynolds, president of Attachment Writ,
sheet.
being observed In certain parts of the First National Bank of Las Ve- Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
the Territory, is expected to reach gas and of the Exchange Bank of
sheeit
home tonight or tomorrow.
sheet.
White Oaks, the location of the latter Execution,
Secundlno Romero, clerk of the to be moved to Carrizozo soon, was Summons,
sheet.
fourth Judicial district court, has re- In the city yesterday on his way home Suhpoe..a
sheet.
turned to Las Vegas from his sheep from Carrizozo, where he has been to Capias Complaint,
shee.
ranches in eastern San Miguel County, see about the new location of the Search Warrant
sheet
where he has been for a week attendbank. Mr. Raynolds will be rememmock Blanks.
ing to the shearing of his sheep.
bered by many people of this city as
of
Bill
Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
E. L. Carpenter, superintendent of the first
president of the First NaRecorded Brand,
sheet; In Books
the extensive coal mines at Dawson, tional Bank of El Paso, established in
Colfax County, was a visitor to the 1881. This
Book.
40c
25
Blanks,
per
change follows the estabCapital yesterday. He called on Gov- lishment of Southwestern terminals at Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Venernor Hagerman and transacted busi- Carrizozo.
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
ness at the executive office while
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet
here.
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
Seaweed.
Norway's
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
Manager W. S. Hopewell of the New
"All along the coast of Norway
Mexico Fuel and Iron Company, left
sheet.
Brand,
Is gathered and burned," writes
Albuquerque yesterday for New York the Christiania correspondent of the Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals not Bearing Owner's ReCity and other eastern points and will London News.
"This seaweed grows
be absent two weeks or longer from In veritable forests and is not of the
corded Brand,
sheet.
the Territory.
He went on railroad common
of
Certificate
sheet ,
acBrand,
are
There
grass variet;
business.
tual trees :f ... five or si: feet high,
Special Ruling Work our Specialty
Dr. C. H. Corner, chairman of the with stems like
Our Blank Books speak tor them
ropes and leaves tough
Board of Osteopathy of the Territory, as leather.
They begin to. sprout ear- selves.
expects to visit Klrkville, Missouri, ly in the year and cover the ocean bed
Spanish Blanks.
where Mrs. Corner is now on a visit with a dense,
brush. As
impenetrable
Auto
de
to relatives and will leave his home a source of Income
Arresto,
pllego.
the seaweed indusAuto de Prison,
in Albuquerque during the latter part
pliego.
try now surpasses the fisheries, and it
pllego.
of the week for that purpose.
is more valuable than agriculture even Declaraclon Jurada,
pllego.
Robert Stevens, Roger Fiske end in one of the leading farming districts Flanza Oficlal,
pliego.
Boyd Winters
returned last nigiht of Norway. Owners of land abutting Flanza Oficlal y Juramento
Flanza para Guardar la Paz,
pliego.
from a two weeks' fishing trip on the on the seashore are
reaping a great Contrato de Pa
tldo,
Pecos. They report a good time, harvest. After the weeds have been
pliego.
sheet.
plenty of trout and big appetites. burned the ashes are exported to Eng- Escrltura de Renuncia,
pllego.
They brought back about 50 of the land, where valuable chemical sub- Document Garantlzado,
pllego.
stances are extracted from them. The Formula de Enumeraclon,
speckled beauties for their friends.
Contrato Entres los Dlrectores y
W. C. Black, superintendent of the most
important of these product to
pliegos.
Postal Telegraph Company, with head- Iodine."
Contrato de Combustible,
pllego.
quarters in Denver, Is in New MexiNotas Obllgaclones, 2;o por 50.
co, inspecting officers and lines of his
'USTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS. Llbros Certiflcados de
Bonos, $1.
company. Yesterday he was in AlbuThe New Mexican Printing Company Llbros di Reclbos, Supervisors de
querque and found the Postal Telehas prepared civil and criminal dock- Camlnos, :5c,
graph office there in good shape.
ets especially for the use of Justices Hlpoteca de Blenes Muebles,
pllego.
Sidney B. Sugar, formerly In business in Cerrillos in this county, who of the peace. They are especially Documento de Hlpoteca,
pliego.
is now a member of the United States ruled, with printed headings, in eithe Documemto Garantlzado, extensa forma entera.
navy, has returned to New Mexico on Spanish or English, made of good reo
a leave of absence. He will visit Cer ord paper, strongly and durably bound Certlflcado de Matrlmonlo, 10c.
with leather back and covers and caa
sheet.
rillos and Santa Fe before
returning
sheet
to the Philippines where he Is sta vas, sides, have full Index in front and Proof of Labor,
the fees of Justices of the peace and Lode Mining Location,
sheet
tioned.
constables printed In full on the first Placer Mining Location,
sheet
Miss Frances Abbott,
daughter of
sheet.
Judge A. J. Abbott, left this morning page. The pages are 10x6 inches. Title Bond to Mining Property,
for Trinidad and Primero, Colorado, These books are made up in civil and Title Bond and Lease of Mining Propsheet.
at which two points she will be the criminal dockets, separate of 3
erty,
sheet
guest of former schoolmates and oth- pages each, or with both civil and Mining Deed,
er friends. She expects to be gona criminal hound In one book, 80 pages Mining Lease,
sheet.
about a month.
civil and 320 pages criminal, To In Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet
The Reverend Dr. J, B. Watson, As- troduce them they, are offered at the Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
of Attorney and
sistant Rector of St. Thomas church, following low prices:
Blank.
New York City, will reach Santa Fe Civil or criminal
....$4.00
sheet
tomorrow evening. He will spend his Combined civil and crimlnnal. .. .$5.00 Oath of School Director,
For 45 cents additional for a single Certificate of Apportionment of School
vacation as the guest of Honorable
sheet
and Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, who will docket, or 65 cents additional for a
Funds,
accompany him to the Fiesta at Santo
docket, they will be sent District Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet
Domingo, on the 4th of August.
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
sheet
W. H. Bartlett, clerk at the V. S. full must accompany
order. State Enumeration Form,
sheet
land office at Clayton, Union County, plainly whether English or Spanish Teacher's Certificate,
sheet
will probably be transferred to the of printed heading is wanted. Address Certificate of Appointment,
sheet
Contract for School Teacher,
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
fice at Santa Fe, where he was for.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
merlv emnloved. Mrs. Unrtletf triTin
sheet
M had been a member of the
A "want ad" in the New Mexican Contract for Fuel,
faculty of
sheet
Teachers' Monthly Report,
W the New Mexico School of Asrrlcultnre brings sure results.

Great Reduction
ON ALL

w

i rata

S-

Summer Goods
LESS THAN COST

C0EJCIJG

MOflDAY JULY

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Floor and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT

ATTENTION WVIN MAM. ORDIM.

tUTTA FE,

M. M.

"CHRYSALITE"
Enameled Ware
13 NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST. WHY
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
THAT DOES NOT
REWE
GIVE SATISFACTION.
RECENTLY
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE

. .

Our Prices Will Surely Interest You

. . .

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
YOU WILL NEVER
BUY ANY
OTHER KIND.
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
WAY.

Suits, Trousers, etc.

For Half a Century

the Leading Dry Goods House

P. O. Box 219.

In

the City

Phone 36.

V

Colorado
c

RASPBERRIES

!

at their best Will also have California Strawberries and Blackberries
Now

every Thursday.

POULTRY

WEDNESDAYS

&

FRIDAYS

H. S. HAUJVE & COMPANY
Phone 26.

Leading Grocers.

Phone 26

CUT PRICES!

.

CUT PRICES.
We have a quantity of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out in the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
the time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret. You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time
you want
on easy payments. Call in and see
our goods.

i
j

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower 8an Francisco

8t,

Santa Fe.

CHARLES WAGNER

Ftwnitttfe

Co,

306 to 308 San Francisco Street

j

We are as

far

in

the

LEAD

as
TEDDY
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING,

in representing

Charles Wagner, Licensed Efflbalmer.

uew

in

the

PEOPLE

oil

1011

bureau

AND REALTY CO.

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured. Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Residen-

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.
--

Lot.

Good Location.

Fruit Trees.

Large
Plenty of

Affida-Scho-

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

23

Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists
Lawns, Dimities, Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats, Out-in- g

d

IKCO&PO&ATED

1903.

first-clas-

Mi-

PANTS

!

TO THE LAWS
CONFORMING
NEW MEXICO.

The New Mexican Printing Company
Restorative Cures AO
has the largest facilities and most
Troubles
Stomach
Distressing
modern machinery for doing all kinds
s
Through the Inside Nerves.
of Printing and Binding in
of Loose-lea- f
Manufacturers
style.
habotness
don't
As yob value vour health and
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
egleot to care for the slightest utomuoh pain
don't let It so. At the first sign of distress use a specialty. Best Book Bindery in the
Dr. Shoop's Restorative and end all inese
troubles. These aches are signals they are Southwest.

r.

B
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'

STETSON
HATS

J, P, Brackott, county clerk of Colfax County, visited Las Vegas yesterday ou business.
Bertodlno Maes, of Lamy, was In
town yesterday, coming here to pur-

A NKS

1836.

Botherjfou ?

AUGUST

WEDNESDAY,

Telephone 14

--

103 Palace Avenue.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece oi
work we turn out Try our work ones
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies In the west

Than No.

1M.

The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and 'official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and of
Interest to every cltlren, 304 pages.
Price fl.60. Address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe.
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TOPICSj

past month at Las Vegas. At least
this is wnat the Optic say?: "July
190G, has broken all Las Vegas weather records. It has rained more or less
every day this month, and the total
precipitation for the month has been
about eight inches.
Dove shooting began today, as the
law covering these birds designates
the season for killing them a from
August 1 to the last of September. A
number of Santa Feans as a result,
made an early start this morning and
will no doubt bring back full game
bags as the doves are plentiful and
very tame.
Albuquerque officials are suspicious
of their water supply. Says the Citizen: "Owing to the heat of the summer and the tendency to feverish
consequent thereto, City Physician Cams Issues a timely warning
to everyone to boll all the water used
for whatsoever purposes, and more
especially that used for drinking pur-

Ing language while armed, The war-rawas sworn out by Sexto Garcia
and Emilia de Garcia, Ball was fixed

at

$300.

Sour Stomach

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
Comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, ft; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws cf New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; SheriC's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full shaep, $3.50 delivered ;
full list school tanks.

OUR LEADER

have "I vied Cuoftreti ind fen like new mtn. I have
Presbyterians
Albuquerque
Mrs.
McCord was slightly
from dyspepsia and lour itonianli
received a big new iplpe organ which beenthea sufferer
jreari. I have been taking medifr andlastothertwodrusi.
disposed today.
but could find no relief only
will be placed In their new church at cine
I will recommend C'ascareti to
a
time.
for
ihort
Peter Lawson, of Lag Vegas, arai the only thing for lndlgeitioi ana
the corner of Fifth Street and Silver my frtendi
ttomach and to keep the boweli fa good con
rived In the city yesterday, looking
The are verv nii; ta aat."
Avenue. A large furniture car was Iour
Harry Stuelcley, Maucb Chunk, Pi.
(or employment at his trade of carthe
of
required for the transportation
penter.
mammoth instrument which was man
At Las Vegas during the past month
ufactured by J. W. Steere & Sons, of
The Dowel
It rained nearly every day, the preciMassachusetts. It weighs
Springfield,
for
the
first
two
weeks being
pitation
14,000 pounds and cost $5,000.
over six inches,
A. H. Freeland, who has been cash
According to the Las Vegas Optic,
Candy cathartic
ier and telegraph operator at the local
the maximum temperature
at Las
station of the Atchison, Topeka &
on
deVegas
Tuesday was ninety-siSanta Fe Railway yesterday entered
grees. At Santa Fe it was 79 deupon the discharge of hts new duties
grees.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taite Good, Do Good,
Joint agent at Kennedy for the Kevor
Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, Wo. Never
In bulk, The genuine tablet tamped 0 0 0
Mr. and Mrs, Travers, Mrs. Chase
Santa Fe Route and the Santa Fe Jold
laaranteed to cure or your money back.
and Rev. Stephenson left yesterday on
Central Railway. Mr. Freeland was
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 599
an excursion to the Cliff Dwellings.
Comappointed to fill the vacancy caused ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
The New Mexican Printing
On return they will also attend the
of
Car of Old Hickory Wagons have bouts, surreys, and platform spring
by the transfer of G. B. Fisher to be
a
on
hand
has
supply
large
pany
annual corn fiesta at Santa Domingo
agent at French.
writing tablets and scratch pads suit- arrived, and are now on sale. If you wagons. You need not send east, as
ORCH-ARDS
poses."
Santa Fe society is agog today In BARGAINS IN
Saturday next.
able for school children, lawyers, mer- are In the market for a good wagon, we will give you eastern prices with
A city ordinance forbids the riding
use, which see the Old Hickory and get our freight added. See line before
Judge John R. McFle indignantly de- anticipation of the reception to be
AND RANCHES chants and also for home
of bicycles on pavements. It has been nies that he Is a "has been." He says given this evening at his handsome
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound prices. We have alBO buggies, road
noticed that the ordinance has been that the reason he is practicing base- new home by Governor Herbert J.
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa- and cheaper If ordered In larger
in the Fruitful and Far Famei
from
set, at nought quite often of late, es- ball every day is to get himself in Hagerman. The function will be in Located
made
are
tablets
These
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
To Our Furniture
pecially on Palace Avenue. Offenders condition to play with the Mcintosh the nature of a "house warming." A
the odds and ends of the best paper
North of Santa Fe.
to
so
well
at
Browns
do
take notice,
will
Albuquersay
during the fair
large number of Invitations have been
obtainable, and you are getting double
Department
those who have Informed the reporter que, He rather insinuates that he can Issued and It promises to be one of
buying.
your money's worth when
we have added a fine line of Framed
The following orchards and arm GIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE
of this.
show some of the youngsters how to line most notable society events of the
In the famed and fruitful
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
His
national
the
properties
"whip"
In
play
regame.
L.
season
will
the
THEM.
The
Prince
Bradford
head
Mrs.
Capital City.
Rio Arin
southern
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
event.
Is
in
In
Valley
condition
Espanola
any
good
a party of Santa Feans who will atception will be followed by a dance
of Ullman & Co., New York. These
riba County in the Territory of New
tend the annual corn fiesta of the InJullto Chaves, who was arraigned at Adam's Hall, 100 Palace Avenue.
on
eartn try
If you want anytning
a bargain.
goods are attractive and offered at a
The members of Company F, First Mexico, are for sale at
dians at Santa Domingo on August 4. yesterday afternoon In the court of
low price to Introduce them. It costs
reasons for sell- a New Mexican "ad."
It is understood that Navaho Indians Justice of the Peace Jose Ma. Garcia, Regiment of Infantry, New Mexico Na- There are satisfactory
is one of the finest
you nothing to look at them and be
section
The
ing.
will Join In the dance and other fes- was bound over to appear before the tional Guard, who will attend the regin iNew
your own iudge.
not
only
and
irult
agricultural,
tivities marking the feast.
September grand jury. Chaves was ular army encampment at Austin,
&.
R.
SYSTEM
The
D.
In the southwest.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
but
Mexico,
Not a day without rain during the arrested on a charge of using insult- - Texas, are busy preparing their kits
We have a full line of Gold Medal
Fe Branch. '
Santa
for the trip to the Ixme Star State. supply of water for Irrigation purposes
is ample and stable at ail limes, me
camp supplies, consisting of folding
Effective Dec ember 10th, 1905.
Owing to the number of men being
is of the best. For particulars
cots, tables and chairs. These folding
climate
limited only twelve privates will go
Experience count anything with you?
R. C. Bonney, real estate and
AST BOUBP
WIST BOUID
supplies occupy no space and add
from the local company, and they address
Then what do you think of 60 years'
Insurance agent, Espanola, Nw Mex- Mo. 428. MlLM
pleasure and comfort to your camp
No425
Statloui
will
board
the
with
train
special
carrying ico. The
experience
Ayer's SarsaparilW!
are:
life, Also, full line of tents and supproperties
of
the
other
weak
La
11:00a ....0.
troops at
my. The New
Sixty years
Lt. ..Bauta Fe
curing thin blood,
Ar., 3:30 p
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alialfa, 12:51
plies. Call nnd see them.
. E.pauola
Lt.. ltf." D
p ...84
Mexico National Guard will he repreWe wish you would ask your own doctor about
nerves, general debility
" .. 12:26 d
FRUIT JARS.
small house, 8:11 p ...68.... . .Kmbudo
acre
orchard;
one
bearing
sented at this encampment
this. Ask him to tell you honestly what he thinks it will do for your case.
" .. U.Mp
.Barranea
by a
...81....
We have a large stock of Jars, all
well, barr and corral; all fenced and 8:00p
" .. 10:2p
ATI
We have no eoretsl Wo nubllsh
.Servilleta
..81....
4:02p
Then do precisely as he says.
battalion
of
and
provisional
infantry
tho formula of all our medicines
sizes and rubbers.
Lowell, Mnsa.
4:32 p ...91....
.Trw Pledraa. " .. 10 4)0 D
under Irrigation; one mile from
one troop of cavalry.
" ., 8:10p
8:45
.Anto'ilto
128....
two and a half miles to railroad 8:30 pp ,.IW..
"
.A lam ia
.
8:4Ua
Partly cloudy tonight and Thursday
'
8:00 a .2S7....
11:05 p
.Puebl
price $30 per acre.
with local showers and cooler In north station;
4:35
9.40 p
Colo.S rings
.331..,.
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200 7:30 a. .408
Denver
Ar...
Lt..
7;0jp
portion and cooler In southeast por- standard apple trees; six miles from
8AVE YOUR ICE
Trains stop at Embudo for o iner and
tion Thursday Is the forecast today
corral
your money by pur
consequently
house,
barn,
good
Espanola;
where good meals are served.
of the local weather man. The temchasing a refrigerator that Is built
and Backing house; produced 2,900
At
Antonlto
for
Durango, Sllverton scientifically and In the most modern
perature at 6 o'clock this morning was boxes of apples last year; irrigation
and Intermediate points.
03 degrees.
The lowest temperature 'rom Rio Grande; price $2,000.
style. We can sell you the best one
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and on
during last night was 01 degrees. The
the market today and will guar
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and marintermediate
points via the stand' antee lt to
maximum temperature yesterday was ket
mile to town,
give absolute satisfaction
garden tract, one-haard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
82 degrees at 2:40 p. m., while the
or we'll take lt off your hands.
railroad, postolllce, school and church; narrow
via
the
Salida, making
gauge
nillnimuni temperature was 52 degrees
You will obtain more refrigerator
having tele- entire
ijood six room house,
trip in daylight and passing comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
at 4:25 a. m, The mean for the day
phone; barn, corral, cellar and pack- through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
was C" degrees with a relative humidthan from any other cold storage box.
ing house; a highly profitable business
ity of CO per cent. The precipitation and a line home; produces annually also for all points on Creede branch.
Saves ice, saves money, saves worry,
K.
S.
HOOPER,
yesterday was only a trace, i
saves health and saves work. Book
$700 to $900 In vegetables alone' price
O. P. A., Denver, Colo
let for the asking.
Sergeant Robert W. Lewis of the $2,250.
New Mexico Mounted Police who went
That are Right.
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 520
to Globe, Arizona, after Higlnio Orona, acres with good fences and Improve
an escaped convict from the penitenments, has excellent water, shelter,
tiary here was expected to return to- hay land and controls several thou.
Ideas perfected, and
day with the prisoner.
Orona was sand acres of fine goat grazing land.
gathered in for raising a "rough No better proposition for a paying
models made from
house" at Globe, He was given a Jail sheep ranch in New Mexico.
ARE IN
sentence there and when his term
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about explanations.
Machine, gun
expired was turned over to the New ten acres of full bearing apples of
Also
Mexico officer. He eluded the guards standard varieties, peaches and plums, and bicycle repairing.
while working on the Scenic Highway seven acres of good alfalfa and three new and second hand
bicy
ART PICTURES AND hRAMING
.
.. , n
,. .1
.1
on May 16, 1905. He had been sent to ..........
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
the penitentiary for attempting to adobe house, well built and finished, cies ror sale ana guaranteed
kill and rape a white woman and had good barn; the whole place almost enING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Proiup
Fe
served two of the four years of his tirely surrounded by a hedge of
Attention. Send for Ca'aloguj.
sentence.
trees which serve as a protection
C510 South Broadway
HOWLAND & GO.
256 San Francisco St;eet 256.
William White, who at one time from the wind and add to the attracLOS ANGELES. CALIF.
was a brakeman on the Santa Fe tiveness of the place; produced last
In New Mexico is being sought for vear over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
in Texas and Old Mexico, one of the a fourth miles east of Espanola.
two places for which he left some
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
T. W. ROBERTS'
time ago.
White is wanted, and half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
0. K, BARBER SHOP
wanted badly, and as a result any This place Is a full bearing apple ornumber of detectives and others are chard and market garden tract of sevThree First Class Barbers.
on a hunt for him, not because he has en acres; a six room house; telephone,
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
committed any crime, but because a barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
rich relative of White's residing at wire fence and house for chickens. A
Largest & Best Tubs in City
St. Joseph, Missouri, has considerate- beautiful and convenient home and a
WHOLESALE
ly died and left White all his money, place to make good money, besides
some $500,000, and the lawyers of the apples this place has cherries, pears,
deceased have offered a reward for plums, quinces and large beds of asand
HENRY KRICK
the discovery of the missing heir's paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The
8ole Agent For
whereabouts, hence the diligent search vegetable products alone of this place
RETAIL'
for him.
bring In annually $750 to $900. The
Letup's St. Louis Beer
net receipts last year in vegetables
DEALERS IN
Malls orders promptly attended to.
NOTICE.
and fruit were over $500. Terms cash.
M.
N.
Montezuma
8anta
Ave,
Fe,
All parties insured in the Home,
Telephone No. 38
Fire and Marine Insurance Company,
who Intend to avail themselves of the
! THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
advantage referred to below, must not
delay taking Immediate action for the
reason that the time is limited by the
go together. Without money you have
Any Flavor You Desire.
company for a very few days in which
little Influence. With money you can
we can assist you.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
move mountains. Getting money Is
O. C. WATSON & CO.
.uantlty to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
easier than keeping it. If you open an
Can make quick sales if price
TO POLICY HOLDERS.
Telephone No. 38.
account with us we will help you keep
All those carrying insurance In tlhe
of
Is
follow!
g
it and Increase It, and if you will add
satisfacty
Fire and Marine Insurance
Home,
to it regularly, you will soon be in a
properties:
THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP
in
to
Company, (now
liquidation),
whom policies have been issued by
To have our
position to hold your head up with anymuch the largest asset we have in our business.
Coal
WILLIAM B PARSC S, Prop.
said company's Santa Fe agent, will
One dollar will start your
body.
Leading Tonsorial Parlor In Santa
customers say to their frieiids, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
be refunded the unearned premium If
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
will
office
our
more
at
call
for
they
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three First
explicit Information.
Class Barters.
O. C. WATSON, & CO.
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
Mining
Office.
UJ.ITED STATES BAfiij AJ.D TRUST COfJPAY
Telegraph
Agreed With Her.
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It is a great
After an all night session with the
Properties must be large and
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
to
BOUGHT
any
boys a husband wended his way home, of established value. ,
satisfaction to buy at a store like this. Every article carries with
parts In the Coun
arriving there at about 5 a. m. He
try; send ticket
found bis wife waiting for him in the
it our guarantee.
In and get cash for it; tran
SEVERAL MILL OS DOLLARS
dining room, the confusion of furniture
office,
association
sactions,
guaranteed;
an
indicating that she had been having
ROSEN FIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albu
unhappy time.
Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
Ready for Invertment.
querque, N. M.
"This Is a nice time for you to be
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
coming home," snapped the wife.
Land scrip bought and sold
"Yes," admitted the erring husband.
Hugo Seaberg,
"It's a lovely morning."
"I haven't slept a wink this blessed
Raton, N. M
night," with a severe look.
:
"Neither have I," said the husband.
The New Mexican Bindery is turnThe only first class in city.
ing out some of the most artistic
The Real Simon Pore.
binding in the Southwest. It Is the
Second to none in Territory.
"The real simon pure" is one of those most
completely equipped bindery in
which every one understands
Four
first class artists : : :
phrases
M.
N.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
SANTA
of
t
tain
ALL PERIODICALS
south
FE,
the
i
States
Rocky Hour
and not one in a hundred could account
1.50
Electrical
Baths
of all
blanks
for
is
legal
headquarters
a
for. Simon Pure was
Pennsylvania kinds. The
company makes a specialty
.25
Other Baths
Quaker 'In Mrs, Ceutllvre's "A Bold In
handling land office blanks, neces- Parlors Located West 8ide Plaa
Stroke For a Wife," produced at Drury
in homestead entries and in minLane theater, London, in February, sary
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
W. H. KERR,
1718.
One Colonel Felgnwell passes eral applications. Prices low, especiin
Circulars
giving
quantities.
himself off as Simon and wins the heart ally
n applicaof a Bristol heiress. Miss Lovely, after full Information furnish'
tion.
which the real Simon Pure turns up.
A, R.
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quan-tltlps-
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Thin Blood
1

.

post-offic-
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SUITS
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To Oiclei

f

P

Fall Samples

ATENTS!

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

Come and Look

.1

.1

A

box-eld-

Sff

Pi

ED

Itraslfri

LEO

....

CE-J
S-PS-

EHLE,

FLOUR, HAY,

Manager.

GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and sEEDs.

Money and Power

LAND

SODA WATER

WAWJED.

4

Lands,
Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands.

30-6- t.

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

".

Properties.

ml

OUR PLACE

SQDTT7

KERR'S
Parlors
Capital

OTTO RETSCH

Proprietor.
Fine Wines, Liqoorsand cigars.

....
......

LATEST STYLES IN

Papers

Books and Stationery

Proprietor.

. .

Ladies' Black and White

BELTS

Daily

The Weather Prophet.
"How are you coming on with your
new system of weather prediction?"
"Well," answered tho prophet cheerily, "I can always get the kind of
weather all right, but I haven't quite
succeeded In bitting the dates exactly."

f LIVERY

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and Fin
merchants; good anywhere. We will
Sell, them at five cents In book form,

Rellabls HortM,
Rigs,
ugglM. turrsys. Hacks.

fast

I

tlntl

na

CLOCSOIf. J

hold

. .

STABLE.

Call up 'Phons No. I whsn In
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
of Anythnlg In tho Llvory Lin.
The new marriage license law re
A great Idea Is usually original to quires probate clerks to post three
Driven Furnish.. Rtuonahii
more than one discoverer. Great Ideas copies of the new law In conspicuous
Rata.
come when the world needs them.
places in each precln t. The New
world's
the
surround
Ignorance Mexican has printed the law neatly
They
and press for admission. A, Phelps.
on cardboard and Is now ready to fill
CX2A0.
orders in English or Spanish at fifty
Those are wise who through error cents for each
Probate cle'rks
poster.
pass on to truth; those are fools who should enter their orders Immediately,
to error. Ruckert.

Great Ideal.

JACOB WELTMgR
Hav Yet a Very Good Line of

LATEST

STYLE

LAWNS

And All Other Summer Goods
and in order not to carry over for next season they will b sold from now
on at and below cost. Please call and look at them, no trouble to show
goods.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

Wednesday,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE. N. M.

Paue six.

WANTS

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
KINDS OF BUILDING MATQIA1,

Alt

Cord and Stov. Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stw
Delivered to Any
CERR1LLOS
Part of the City:::
and HAGAN
TRANSFER wid STORAGE: We Hsnl Tecytklf MotW

COAL

Phone 35 Santa Fe.

0c

Branch

mass.

and

Yari

at CerriUoa,

TK.

M.

COAL s WOOD

Raton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
Good Commercial Raton Nut
Grate
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling,
careful
attention.
and
receive
orders
All
prompt
and Cotf Wood.
$5-5-

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
T.AS.F.

Garfield Ave., Near A.,

OFFICE:

SSK

'Phone No. 85.

Depot.

Jewelry Catalog No. 49

of
and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee
cost
will
nothing;.
correct
and
you
style
high quality
IT TODAY.
IS FREE.

CATALOG

BROCK

&

WRITE FOR

FEAGANS, Jewelers CAL.
LOS ANGELES,

FOURTH & BROADWAY

NEW MEXICO
HAPPENINGS

EL PASO ROUTE

august

1, 1906,

GREATEST
illilBlig
OF ALL TOMICS

Mora County.
Many people have been skeptical
HOUSES TO RENT.
that land on top of the mesa could be
Houses to rent, lease or for sale, induced to raise a crop of any kind,
furnished or unfurnished, good loca- says a Mora County paper, and most
tions. Call on '.he reliable Arm, Hughes farming experiments have been con& Delgado.. Office west side of Plaza. fined to land lying In canyons and
The ingredients that enter into S. S. S. and the method of
g
but a patch of about eight acres
build
so
that
and
them
and
they
preparing
strengthen
up
One team of Just west of A. S. Bushkevitz's resiFOR SALE CHEAP
of the body, make it the greatest of all tonics. 3. S. S. is nature's
A.
J.
seed
cane
part
every
sowed
with
by
dence,
8
mules,
years old, weight 1,200
Wilson this spring bears conclusive
remedy PURELY VEGETABLE and while it is restoring the lost appe
pounds, wagon and harness. Must be
as good
sold in ten days. Inquire Miguel Ortiz, evidence that the soil is Just
that tired, run-dow- n
feeling, and other ailments common to Spring, which
tite,
overcoming
and as good crops can be raised on
P. 0. Box 344.
to
a
take
is
it
it is purifying the blood of all poisons and waste
warn
us
that
tonic,
necessary
and
In
arroyas.
the
as
canyons
top"
No farmer could ask for a better stand
matters so that it can supply to the system the strength and nourishment it needs to keep it
400 ACRE RANCH FOR SALE
of cane than appears on this tract. in
One of the best ranches In New Mexiperfect condition during the depressing summer months that are to follow.
Althouuh this season has been espec
co, half a mile of permanent water,
is the season when most
to farming, as the result
Spring
,
,. every
i
i
two good small adobe houses, corral, ially favorable
nnatr Tuff n a v
i w pppADfn mn nm t iptnj
never
s time ror
have
fallen,
a
that
one
rains
nature
the
iU,VvU.
is
of
needs
tome,
320
of
bottom
acres
patland,
spring,
now
so
fine
looks
I
theless
have
S.
used S. 8. quite extensively and unhesitatingly
vegetation
and changing; and as everything
ented. All under fence. Am owner
to believe renewing
recommend it as the best blood purifier and tonio made.
is reasonable
of this place and will sell cheap for that it
iu vegetation,
I am a maohinist by trade and at one time my system was
a very fair measure of success puts on new life, the sap rises
cash. Large open range joining. I that
so run down that by 10 o'olook every day I would be comfavorable the earth thaws out from its winter freezes,
less
under
obtained
be
could
40
acres
have also a fine truck farm,
pletely exhausted, and it was with the greatest effort that
conditions.
to
call
to
and all respond
cultivated land under ditch, 5 acres lu
purge I oould pull through the balance of the day. Sinoe taking
Spring's
Immigrants are finding their way to and
Will
there is a great S. S S., however, all this has disappeared. I am a strong,
orchard, 300 acres of pasture.
themselves,
of eight
purify
An
Austrian
Mora.
colony
r
lease on
vigorous man, abundantly able to do my day's work, my
give right party a
ten settlers has filed on claims in change also takes place in our bodies. The
appetite has been whetted np so that I oan eat anything,
this place. Cash rent If desired. This or
others
and
of
Abbott
the neighborhood
blood endeavors to throw off the poisons and my sleep is sweet and refreshing, and I know further that
place Is within two miles of Santa will soon follow.
it has
my blood and put it in good oondltion. I
Rosa, Fine local marnet for all pro
accumulations which have formed in the onnnot purified
too highly of your great remedy, 8. S. 8.
speak
Otero
County.
ducts.
Address, W. C. BURNETT,
817 W. Broad St., Columbus, O. A. B. MONTGOMERY.
It may be stated" positively that system, and been absorbed by it, from the
Santa Rosa, New Mexico.
the
at
on
are
present
calls
negotiations
inactive winter life, and
upon every
SHE FOUND IT THE BEST SPRING TONIO.
time between one of the largest steel member
The
elimination.
the
assist
in
Make Hay While the Sun snines."
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Summer Diarrhoea In Children.
biliousness, constipation, or any dis farmers plant fruit along public high
During the hot weather of the sumorder of the stomach. Many have been
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e by all druggists.
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Whatt the Green
Box Contained
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By INA WRIGHT HANSON

Copirtyht, lW. ii Ruby Dowla

This U the letter that I wrote:
Dear Mrs. Hynes After you had left my
brother'! office I went to the corner table

(over which hangs a mirror) to get my
the hat I found a nickel, which
was not there when I laid my hat down.
Therefore I conclude It Is your property
and am Inclosing Its equivalent In stamps.
Tours most faithfully,
WILLIAM BEATTY.
This ig the letter that she wrote:
Dear Mr. Beatty The nickel, as you
surmised, belonged to me, and I thank
But, as Its
you for your thoughtfulness.
loss was the result of my own carelessness, I feel that no more than 8 cents la
my due, and . return herewith one stamp.
Again thanking you, I am yours sincerely,
L. M. HYNES.

hat Near

I bad several times from my studio
observed Mrs. Hynes enter my broth- er's law office. Tbe rather sad brown
eyes, shining rolls of dark bair and an
unusual grace of carriage attracted me.
So, on tbe morning of tbe letters, I happened to be in the office when she came.
I was presented and allowed to remain.
Back In my studio again, I was In
possession of these facts concerning
ber: Left penniless by an Invalid
Mrs. Hynes was about to seek
some employment when her only relative, an uncle, died. There seemed to
be no will, ho she bad come here from
a distant town to reside In ber uncle's
handsome home and enjoy bis ample
fortune. Then she had discovered the
will, which gave everything to one
Harry Armstrong, whose father bad
been a friend pf the deceased. She bad
laid tbe matter before my brother, bidding btm search for Armstrong. My
brother censured her for ber exaggerated sense of honor, but to me there
was something splendid about It. Then
followed the answer to my letter, which
showed that under ber Berlous demeanor there ran a vein of fun.
Soon came a happy evening, when 1
was Invited to cull upon ber with my
brother, who had something to report
concerning tbe unknown heir.
We found Mrs. Hynes looking rather
frail In a delicate green gown frail,
but charming. I had been wondering
what ber name was, and I did not like
to ask Jim.
"Her name Is Lillian," I thought.
"Was ever name so fitting?"
Then as she and my brother discussed
their business affairs I took In tbe surroundings. We were In the library,
furnished in green, with daring dashes
of crimson. The mantel pleased me
especially. It held but two articles a
rase of autumn leaves and a small
green box. The latter seemed familiar
to me somehow. As we were bidding
ber good night after a very pleasant
evening I observed the 'box more closely. It bore a padlock about as big as
the width of my knife blade.
"You would like to see the contents ?'
queried Mrs. Hynes. "Some time, perhaps. But It you would see them aright
your eyes must be anointed with the
salve of fancy."
There were other evenings after that
when I visited Mrs. Hynes alone, and
each time I went away determined
that at tbe .next visit I would disclose
to ber the state of my feelings. Each
time I was deterred by circumstances.
As with a breath, my heritage had been
blown away, and at someuilng more
than thirty I was beginning life anew.
I was prospering, but should no Harry
Armstrong turn up Mrs. Hynes was a
rich woman. On tbe other hand, If
Armstrong did appear and took ber
wealth away from ber her proud nature would refuse my advances, thinking that I tendered them through sympathy; consequently I was not entirely
happy.
One evening as I waited In her library, turning the matter over again In
my mind and gazing at the green box,
I suddenly discovered of what It reminded me, and at the same time I
knew whom- Mrs. Hynes herself was

to

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
UVU.j Located on Helen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe R'y
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Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., kt the juncleading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and

ALL

1,000 business and residence lotsy size 25il4G feet, laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
sharle trees; public school houpe, costing $16,000; church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three ho-
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EXPRESS,
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EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in'tbe center of the city,, well grad
ed (maDy of tbem improved by cultivation) ; no sand or
first class bakery, tailor uiiop.
house, jeweler, plumbing shoj , planing mill, coaj and
gravel.

hoe

We .seed a

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc..

alw1

wood

clau.

a ftrst

modern hotel.
Our prices of lots are low and ieims on easy payments;
d
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
caah.
may remaii. on note, with moitgigp
One-thir-

--

Two-thir-

curity, for one year, with 8 per cent, interest thersoj..
Apply at once for map and price, if you wib to secure

JOHN BECKEB, Pwtidwt.

city in the near future cannot be estimated.

LIMITED

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

BELEN T0WJSISITE

tels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
Became flie fashlbnaUle Iriuk or ixn-doA few years later, however, In
recollection when I noticed that some
one was In the grove. As I hesitated, 1603, there was a great uprising
of
the figure turned, and I saw Mrs. against the "oriental beverage
hades."
It was satirized on every
Hynes!
the bitterest Invectives coming
"Why, Lillian!" I exclaimed, hasten- hand, the
from
pulpit. One leading minister
ing forward. "How came you here?"
It as "the sirup of soot
characterized
Over the whiteness of nor face rolled
essence of old shoes,"
the
with
mixed
a wave of cardinal; from the brown
and another declared that It . was "a
of
her
looked
the
lovely eyes
depths
which God bad made black that
sweetest expression I had ever seen poison
It might bear the devil's own color."
there; then she clasped ber little hands This bitter crusade soon wore Itself
nervously.
out, and by the time of Charles II.
"I am keeping tryst with a ghost,'
coffee bouses were known In every
she said. "How dare you, a mortal, In
Village In the land.

anOrtibued

ulin.

I wus sinillugHTlIie

terrupt V"
"Grant me pardon," I begged, bow
tag low before her. "I bring news from
the world."
Her manner changed. She was a
practical woman again, with a possible
poverty staring her In the face. Her
Hps lost color, but she said steadily:
"Harry Armstrong is found."
"Found and a gentleman. You are
neither a rich woman nor' a poor one.
He will take but half, and he is handsome, and he wants to meet you."
As I repeated my brother's Words she
burst into passionate sobbing, but In a
moment bad controlled herself and was
smiling at me.
"You didn't suppose I was such a
baby, did you?" she asked. "But you
have no Idea what a relief It Is to know
that Harry Armstrong Is a gentle
man."
"Lillian," I said, sitting down by ber.
"will you marry me?"
I thought at first she was going to
cry again, but Instead she laughed and
took from the cover of ber cloak tbe
green box. She fitted a key to the absurd little lock and took out the first
article.
"What do you see?" she asked.
"A bead ring," I answered.
"A hoop of diamonds," she corrected.
"Your eyes bave not been anointed.
And this?"
"A faded flower," I ventured.
"An Eden rose."
Then without comment she took out
a red fringed phrlstmas card, a diminutive valentine and two candy mottoes.
"And what namest thou this?" she
Inquired, holding up the last article.
Why I should bave forgotten the others and remembered this wooden heart
marked with purple Ink "To my love"
like.
I know not, but Instantly I recognized
"I've found out about the green box," It as the heart I had given to little LuI observed, when she was seated near dema Sears. Then I looked Into tbe
me.
brown loveliness of this smiling womInto her face flashed a startled ex- an's eyes and understood.
"I thought 'L was for Lillian. I nevpression. "You opened It!" she exclaimed.
er thought of Ludema," were my first
I looked at ber reproachfully. "Do words.
"And you didn't die after all?" was
you think I am without honor?" I asked. "Besides, I had no key."
my next brilliancy.
There was a strange note In her soft
"Ludema's hair was the palest yellow
I ever saw," I was beginning, when
laughter.
"When I was a boy," I began, "I she spared me further foolish speech.
1
"I've always thought It a pity that
went to school at Glenbrook, where my
parents lived, not many miles from my hair grew dark," she said. "Had It
here. We moved away from the place escaped your Inconstant memory that
when I was fourteen and my chosen you promised to meet me here when
and marry me?"
playmate, Ludema Sears, was twelve. you were twenty-onTour eyes are exactly as I remember she asked severely.
"I remember
now," I answered
here to have been, except yours look
the experiences of a none too happy meekly. "Did you keep the appointmaturity. She had the palest yellow ment?"
It was ber turn to blush, while I
hair I ever saw. One day she brought
to school a little green box. This one laughed comfortably.
"So we're even on that score.
But
looks like It, though If we bad the other
one to compare with this there would there Is still tbe affair of tbe red appossibly be quite n difference. Well, ple."
she opened her box when the teacher's
"Perhaps we had better, call It
back wag turned, and I saw Inside two square," she suggested. Then Impulsmall but very red apples. Of course sively she laid her bead on my shoulI supposed one .was for me, bnt at der
recess she gave It to Willie Henderson.
"Oh, Blllle, dear!"
I feel quite angry and reckless now
Wandering; Needles.
when I think of It."
In one of the medical journals a surThe firelight was bringing a most
becoming flush to Mrs. Hynes' rather geon recorded some years ago a strange
Instance of the wanderings of a needle
pale cheeks.
"And what happened then?" she ask- In a lady. Tbe patient called upon
him, stating that the greater portion of
ed softly.
"Willie Henderson got licked, and an ordinary sewing needle had broken
In the first Joint of ber left thumb.
' the teacher settled with me
quite abunThe surgeon could plainly feel tbe needantly later," I added.
dle point, but after ineffectual attempts
"What became of Ludema?"
"She has been dead a good many at the extraction of tbe foreign body
he recommended that nothing further
years."
re"Shall we try that new duet now?" should be done lest tbe attempts to
move It
result In
(be asked, springing up. "Do you know, to the might About a greater Injury
joint.
year afterward,
I'm glad you licked Willie Henderson."
however, the patient called upon him
Next day was Sunday, and over a to Inform him
that a day or two prerery late breakfast my brother Impart- viously she had felt a pricking sensaed to me some news which sent me Into tion of the
right forefinger, and, havthe street, walking rapidly, but with ing broken the skin,
she without
no thought of my destination till I
extracted the portion of tbe lost
came to the power bouse. A car was needle from the point of the
finger.
Just pulling out for Glenbrook, and a Thus tbe needle traveled from the left
v whim possessed me to get aboard and
thumb along the arm, across the chest
visit the scenes of my school days. I to the right arm and down the latter
must get through an Interminably long to the finger, where It was extracted.
day somehow till I could see Mrs. Chambers' Journal.
Hynes again.
When Coffee Wu Unpopular.
I sauntered through the once familiar
Coffee was Introduced Into England
streets till I came to the grove of pines
nxt ten years
Hbsts. LhwLentleed Willie Henderson fa 1652,
,
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SUPERSTITIONS.

The Changing Tides and the Launch-lns- r
of the Wick Smack.
In Orkney tbe ebb and flow of the
tides were attributed to the breathing
of a sea monster which lay outstretched on the confines of the world. So gigantic was he that the simple acts of
expiration and Inspiration took twelve
hours to perform. The resemblance
between this nature myth and that of
tbe Greeks Is very remarkable. North
country sailors scorned at one time to
use a compass, for by tbe motion of
the ninth wave, the mother wave, they
could, even In the densest fog, ascertain their exact whereabouts and gain
the shore in safety. The launching of
a Wick smack was for years regarded
as unlucky unless the words which follow were repeated by the onlookers:
Fae rocks an saans,
An barren lan's
Keep's free,
Weel oot, weel In,
Wl' a' gweed shot

Harmful If not fatal results are believed to follow the utterance of certain words at sea. The salmon Is ever
a "fine bit fish," and swine, minister,
kirk, hare and numerous other words
are solemnly Interdicted. The presence
of a minister In a boat Is by many regarded with grave concern, and It Is
sometimes with the utmost difficulty
that a crew can be induced to go to sea
If a minister is on board. Those who
have sailed with these half Norse, half
Celtic fishers must have taken note of
the method adopted to raise the "wun."
The mainmast Is scratched energetically, and the men "whustle" tbe while.
London Standard.

FIRST TRAMWAY

ENGINE.

Believed to Have Been Invented b
Richard Trevlthlck.
Who was the great genius, for he
must hare been such, first to conceive
and apply steam locomotion? According to a drawing of one of the earliest
steam locomotives, or, as it was designated at that time, "high pressure tram
engine," Invented by Ulchard Trevlthlck, which drawing was made la
accordance with tbe testimony of Hees
Jones, wbo aided In the fitting, and
William Richards, Its driver, It Is proved to tbe satisfaction of historians that
to Trevlthlck is due the credit for the
application of steam- to locomotion. In
this engine the exhausted steam was
discharged Into tbe chimney stuck and
the wheels were combined together.
Underneath the drawing it Is stated
that the engine was designated on the
original plan, dated 1803, as
high pressure tram engine"
and was constructed partly In Cornworks
wall and partly at
by Richard Trevlthlck, engineer for
Samuel Homfray, proprietor of the
Iron works.
The story Is related as a historical
fact that Merthyr Tudyvll, while discussing the principles and feasibility
of locomotive steam engine power with
Richard Crawshay of the Cyfarthfa
Iron works, made a bet of 1,000
guineas that he would convey by steam
power a load of Iron to the capital navigation house (nine miles distant) along
the basin tram road, which by means
of this engine of the great Trevlthlck
be afterward effected and won his
wager, although the heavy gradients,
sharp curves and frangible nature of
the cast Iron trackway operated against
the return of this Ingenious but rudely
constructed machine with the empty
trains; hence its discontinuance. Railway World.

Of the unfortunate Anne Boleyn,
who was tbe second wife of King lien
ry VIII. of England and who was be
headed In 1530, a writer says: "Even
at this distance of time she rises be
fore us as a living, breathing woman
of flesh and blood. She was witty, passionate, vivacious and moody In turns;
she was essentially variable and
After her elevation to tbe
throne she became vindictive and
cruel, but sbe bad many charming
qualities. While awaiting ber doom at
the Tower sbe was wretched ant merry In turns, sometimes Imitating her
uncle Norfolk, who had conducted her
to the Tower, with his head shuklngt
and bis 'Tut, tut, tut.' sometimes calling for supper directly after dinner,
sometimes deep In ber devotions. It Is
the same Anne to the last high spirited, unreasonable, with highly strung
nerves and a good deal of courage at
the back of ber tendency to be
jour-nalier-

Swords and Beards.
At one time In England all "gentlemen" wore swords as well as beards,
and thiilr habit of drawing these weapons to settle the most trivial disputes
Is said to have bad much to do with
the cut and styles In beards. During
this sword wearing period all "bluffers" wore their beards cut and hacked
In most outlandish sh..pes, trying to
convey tbe Impression that they were
bad men, who had been in many terrific sword combats.

stop-ove-

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE ROUTE,

v.a
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It you cannot afford to pay for a
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It is s
good paper to send to your friends.
If you want anything on earth

try

a New Mexican "ad."

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
ft A. M. Regu
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
1, A. P.

p. m.

H. F. STBPHEM.l, W.

M.

ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Any One Can Spell Shakespeare.
One is not in danger of misspelling
the word Shakespeare. Some one has
discovered 4,000 ways, of which the
following, as they actually appear in
old documents, are examples;
Shaxpere, Shaksplre, Schaxper,
Schakspeyr,
Shakespere,
Shagpere,
Sbaxespere, Shaxpur, Shaxper, Shak-speSchaekspeare, Sdxpere, Shacke-splrShakesplre, Shackespeare, Shaka-- ,
spear, Shakspear, Shaxpeare,
Shaxpure, Sbackspeyr, Shakspear, Schakesper, etc. If the chirog-raph- y
of Shakespeare himself is any
of these ways
authority twenty-tware correct.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
R. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
1,

Shak-sper-

r,

Shak-speer-

Erratic Anne Boleyn.

The Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Centre!
to either Vera Cruz or
Tampico,
thence via the famous Ward Steamto
Line
York.
New
return
The
ship
will be by rail over any line to El
Paso. The entire trip, covering thousands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the United States, can be made for $122.60. A
more delightful trip can not be
r
planned, as
privileges are
allowed and tbe tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
"Paris of America." Further information can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, Assistant General Passenger Agent, City

o

Nation of Sleepers,
"Rare slumberers are the Turks," declares a writer. "In the villages, at
any rate, they will drop Into tbe land
of dreams on the slightest pretext and
at the shortest notice. This habit has
advantages, one being that' tbe Turk
does not at all mind being awakened
In tbe dead of night, for the simple reason that be can go to sleep again tbe
Instant be wishes. When staying In
very limited quarters I have often
heard a member of tbe family get up
and after searching about among his
sleeping companions thoroughly rouse
them all to ask where his tobacco was
or upon some equally slight excuse."
A

Enong--

Money.

dozen brokers were discussing Russell Sage and bis peculiarities
when one of tbem told this story: Tbe

Half a

p. m.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
Secy.

ARTHUR SELIGMAN,

Santa Fe Commandery No.
Regular conclave
1 ? T fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
:30 p.m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, B. C.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

jfc

V

1, K. T.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south aide of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 32.
Venerable Master
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.

Santa Fe Lodge, No, 2, 1 O. O. F
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. Q.
Secy.

KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS.
financier was once asked, "When does
Mr. Sage?"
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
"When he gets $10,000 more," said Uncle Russell as he stopped at an apple Pythias. Regular meeting every first
stand for a moment. Then be passed and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
on without buying.
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
HI Part.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
"Look here," remarked the thrifty fraternal welcome.
man to his extravagant wife, "you're
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. C.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
carrying too much sail, my lady."
"I don't know why you should bothR. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
er about that," she retorted,
"
:"v Stlngr.
"No?" said he. "I think I should,
B. P. O. E.
lawyer was pleading a case before since I have to raise the wind."
a jury tbe other day. Tbe party on tbe
other side had a reputation for stingiSanta Fe Lodbe, No. 40, B. P. O. H.,
Brought Down the Honse.
ness. "Why, gentlemen of the Jury,"
Critic I hear that tbe new man's act- holds Its regular session on the secon
said Sutton In his speech, "If an ant ing brought down tbe bouse. Manager and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
would carry a grain of sand off that
Yes, It did. In one week it brought Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
fellow's arm be would law him clear to down the house from 800 to 10 people come.
NORMAN L. KING, 1. R.
the supreme court and back."
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
and the attendants.
.

a man get enough money,

It Would Come.
In the Doctor's Watting Room.
"I'd like to go away for the rest of
Doctor (entering suddenly) Which
booktired
said
the
the week, sir,"'
of you has waited longest? Shears
keeper.
(sulkily) I. I have waited six months,
"There Is no need for you to do and you haven't paid me for that last
that," replied the employer, "Stay
yet!,
here, and tbe rest of the week will
The First Ron.
come to you."
Nodd I can't make up my mind;
what college to send that boy of mine
What She Wanted.
old Is be? Nodd'
Agent Here, madam, Is a book that to. Todd-H- ow
Kill Jell son Mff. to manage ft husband Nearly three weeks.

(it

FRATERNAL UNION.
Fe Lodge, No. 269, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street Visiting Fret-ewelcome.
R. L. BAC, Fraternal Master.
DAVID GONZALBS, Secy.
MAGGIE O. MONTOTA,

r Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TlME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3E0AUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

I. O. O. F.

DAVID L. MILLER,

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso 4. Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island A Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fa,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Ft
with the Denver A Rio Grinds Railroad.
8peclal attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited,
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Trees.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
general Offices, 8anta Fe, New Mexico.

Treat

PRICE-LIS-

T

15c
inches long
Stamp, not over
10c.
on
same
line
additional
Each
stamp,
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 J and not over 3 J inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
26c
Stamp, over 3 J and not over 5 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
5c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in size, we charge
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
inch or fraction
for one line for each one-haDATES, ETC.
. 11.00
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
10c
inch
in
and
year
Ledger Dater, month, day
35c
Dater
line
Regular
$1'50
Defiance or Model Bawd Dater
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
1.00
PearJ Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMF PADS.
50c;
Ijx2, 10c; 2x3, 15c; 2Jx3J, 25c; 2x4J, 35c;
4Jx7i, 75c.
One-lin- e

lf
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GlDCES,

BUTCHERS

!

SUNMOUNT

TNT CITY.

September the 1st Many
Improvements Are Being

Will Open

Made.

RTWRJT-DAVKC-

'

a
No. 250 San Francisco Street,
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 40.

Owing to unavoidable delays in the
work of reconstruction the Sunmount
Tent City wllJ not be ready for patl- entB again until about the first of
September. Considerable difficulty was
ICED TEA.
experienced in securing the right kind
CEYLON TEA is doubtless the best of workmen needed, but the rebuilding
for iced tea. We have a good one in of the canvas cottages and headquart- bulk at 35 cents per pound. We also ers building Is now going along swlm- carry in packages Ctiase and San- miugly.
born's, Monsoon and Lipton's.
Dr. Frank Mera stated this morn
ing In an interview that the improve
ments now in progress will cost sever,
HIGH GRADE COFFEE.
al thousand dollars. He said that the
coffee
We especially recommend the
rates for patients not in need of medi
of Chase and Sanborn. We carry a cal attention will be very reasonable.
number of blends.
It is proposed to charge $9.50 per
with
5 pound sacks towel blend, $1.15. week for an ordinary cottage
board. In cases where two occupy the
Each sack makes a good towel.
same cottage $7 additional will be
5 pound Milk Pail blend, $1.25, packcharged.
ed in a good milk can.
'We are remodeling all of the
1 pound White package, 25c.
tents," the doctor Informed the New
Mexican reporter. "They will be more
1 pound Yellow package, 2 for 55c.
like cottages when completed.
They
1 pound Maroon package, 30c.
will have shingled roofs and will be
1
35c.
Green
package,
pound
put on firm foundations. Some of the
1 pound Gray package, 40c.
tents will have two and three rooms
The White package is a pleasing for family use. We do not intend to
have them fitted out for housekeeping
blend of mild drinking coffees; the yelat present but may decide to do so
Malow package a good Salvador; the
later on.
roon package a fancy Marcaibo; the
'The tents will be so fixed that the
green a good Java; and the Gray pack- front and one side can be thrown opage is a Fancy Mark odva., and prob- en, thus admitting more fresh air and
ably the best drinking coffee ever sun than the old fashioned tents. We
brought to Santa Fe. We also carry have forty tents on the grounds now
this coffee in bulk and in five and ten but will not have quite that many
when they are rebuilt.
pound cans.
SEAL BRAND COFFEE, per lb, 40c.
"The main building which is of
frame and only one story high is being remodeled along with the tents
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER.
and
the furnishings will all be new.
It chases dirt, and being in a pow- It has a
kitchen, dining room and
der Is easily handled. Sorubs, scours, amusement hall. A oilliard table has
cleans and polishes. Will not injure been ordered and is now on the way
the hands, nor scratch or mar wood, for the use of the male patients who
marble or metal, price 10 cents. In like billiards. The amusement hall
large sifting top cans.
will have a piano for use In private
entertainments and it will also be at
the disposal of the patients."

ICE CREAM.

Jello Ice Cream powder makes It
easy to have ice cream at will, No
cooking, just add a package to a quart
of milk and freeze, 2 packages for
25 cents,
FERNDELL SOAP.
Ferndell toilet soap should retail at
25 cents for a box of three bars. In
order to Introduce quickly we are selling at 20 cents per box.
STARCH.

We have secured a small quantity
of laundry starch put up in three lb
boxes which we offer at twenty cents
per box. That's probably less than
you're paying.
GOOD CIGARS CHEAP.
In order to sell them quick we offer
our present stock of Lillian Russell
cigars at $1.50 for a box of 50. This
is a regular standard cigar which sells
the country over at five cents.

PET CREAM.
There Is no brand of canned cream
that gives better satisfaction than the
PET. We have It in three sizes at 5,
It is pure and the
and 12
natural tlavor is retained.
RASPBERRIES.
Denver grown raspberries are now
coming forward in good condition and
at reasonable prices. Better buy now
if you wish any to put up.

LEVI A. HUGHES.

IFBANC1SCO

DHXUADO.

TOURISTS VISIT

HIir.HRS A DELGADO.

SANTA FE CITY

Estate
Insurance and Real
with small

capital and also
We have some choice property for the person
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
:
:
:
Santa Fe . M.
:

On

Office West Side of Plaza,

Railroads
Tour
Sightseeing
Should Advertise City of Holy
Faith.

Wooten and
Arthur Thompson of Helena, Arkansas, arrived in the city Monday on
a sightseeing tour. They are greatly
pleased witlh Santa Fe's climate, many
historic and scenic attractions and
will remain several days to enjoy
themselves and inhale the fragrant
health-givinair of the Santa Fe
Valley. The party called at the office of the secretary of the Bureau of
yesterday and each
Immigration
member was supplied with literature
on the Territory.
Mr. Thompson (had
some correspondence with the Bureau
months ago and received literature
giving Information concerning New
Mexico.
He has shown this In Ms
home town and it has been Instrumental already in bringing three families of
people to New Mexi
co as permanent residents.
Messrs.
Wooten and Thompson are also look
ing about for Investments and may
make such if they find conditions fav
orable in that line. They will Visit
the beautiful mountain country east
and north of this city and several of
tine Indian pueblos within a&y reach
of Santa Fe before leaving. The two
men Impress one as successful business men and possessed of keen observation.
aotn Deueve Chat Santa Fe has a
great future as a health resort and
tourist visiting place, if Itihe people
here and the railroads would take the
necessary steps to advertise property
and to secure better and more comfortable railroad connections.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles

J.

W.

W. AKERS.

N. TOWNSEND.

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel.

AKERS

&

TOWNSEND, Proprietors

well-to-d-
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CIVIL SERVICE IN DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Mercantile Stationery

A Washington special says that pursuant to President Roosevelt's announced intention of appointing depuof internal revenue
ty collectors
through the medium of the civil service commission on competitive ex
amination, it has 'been announced that
examinations will be held at Asheville,
Statesbury and Winston, North Caro
lina, August 29, for clerk and office
deputies, storekeeper, gaugers and di
vision deputy collectors. It is the
first time in the history of civil service that "raiding deputies" must se
cure their appointment under civil ser
vice rules.
If the plan proves successful civil service rules will be applied to all other Internal revenue

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

:

:

:

:

NewModeo.

THE

HO FOR

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH
Good Road via Espanola, N. M.,

N-.M-

BANK
AT ALAMOGORDO.

Washington, D. C, August 1. The
Citizens' National bank of Alamogordo,
N. M., is authorized to begin business
with $30,000 capital. Alfred Hunter is
president; Jacob Snovr and Charles
E. Mitchell vice president and H. P.
Seamans, cashier.

ALL HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS

SULPHUR SPIRNCS,

ANOTHER NATIONAL

.

J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.

Raised In Bernanno
County.
That Irish potatoes can be raised in
this immediate vicinity, despite the
time honored statement that owing to
the moisture in the earth potatoes
could not be raised here, has been
practically demonstrated by August
Kraemer, living at the corner of
Eleventh Street and New York Avenue, who has exhibited several home
grown Irish potatoes that were the
size of a big man's fist and as solid as
a brick.
Additions to University of New Mexico
Workmen are busily engaged on the
grounds of the University of New
Mexico erecting two dormitories for
the accommodation of tL increased
number of students expected when
the fall semester opens. Each dorm
itory, one for the boys and one for
the girls, will be two stories high,
and the carpenters state that they
will have at least the second stories
of each building ready for occupancy
by August 20, when the fall term be
gins, Each building will accommo
date twenty-fivProfessor
pupils.
Angel's house, opposite the Science
building, In the Terrace addition, is
fast nearing completion, and will be
a very pretty home when finished.
Southern Girls Tour the West.
From Birmingham, Alabama, to
Portland, Oregon, via Denver, Salt
Lake City and Yellowstone Park, and
back again via San Francisco, Los Angeles, the Grand Canon and Albuquerque, Is the trip a party of eighteen
Birmingham young ladles are taking
in a private Pullman, under the guar
dianship of Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Alex
ander, of the Alabama metropolis. They
arrived in Albuquerque yesterday and
spent several hours In sightseeing.
Crazy Driver Ran Over Little Child.
The
son of Mr. and Mrs.
L. B. Crawford, of 324 South Arno
Street, was run down by a light delivery wagon at 9:45 o'clock yesterday morning and badly frightened, but
not seriously injured. Parties who
saw the accident say that the driver
of the wagon acted either drunk or
insane.. He paid no attention to the
child before he got to it, seemed to
be looking at the sky when the wagon
struck the child and drove on without
stopping to see whether or not it was
hurt, although people driving nearby
who saw that an accident was imminent yelled at him before the child
was struck and after It was struck.
The Identity of this drunk or insane
person could not be learned. The
child's Injuries consist of a scratch on
the nose and a few bruises.
Bio Potatoes

THE ORIGINAL
: STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
3
San Francisco St.
301-30-

for the Best
sortment of

We Are Headquarters

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

n

In the case of the Territory of New
Mexico versus Teodoclo Padllla which
was heard this morning before Jus
tice of the Peace Jose Ma, Garcia, the
defendant was fined $25 and In default
of payment sentenced to thirty days
in jail.
Padllla was arrested for assaulting
Policeman Romulo S. Lopez in front
of the dance hall on College Street.
Monday night while a dance was In
progress there. The policeman was
called out by a friend, and while they
were standing on the sidewalk talking
whizzing
together a rock came
through the air. It struck the policeman on the back of the head, and he
at once placed the rock thrower under arrest. Padllla was under the in
fluence of liquor at the time of the
assault, which so far as known was
committed without any provocation.

MARKET

REPORT,

;

THE
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ICANS FOR HIM
Said Arlzonan at Claire Hotel
quished by Manager

Van

Gable.

Manager Gable of the Claire

MONEY AND METAL8.
New York, Aug. 1. Money on
call easy
per cent.
3
Prime Mercantile Paper 5
Silver 65.
New York, Aug. 1. Lead dull 5.75.
Copper firm 18
St. Louis, Mo., August 1. Spelter
dull 5.92
Chicago, August 1. Wheat Septem
ber 73
December 76
Corn September 49
December 46
Oats September 30
December
31
Pork September 16.52
January 14.05. Lard September $8.60;
October $8,671-2- .
Ribs September
$8.90; October $8.70.

22

YEAR BEGINS SEPT. ,3, 1906.
BROTHER E. LEWIS President.

H

r
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"Scenic Lint of tlie World.

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

TO

4

WOOL

St. Louis, Aug.
unchanged.
STOCK

MARKET.
Wool steady and

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

1.

MARKET.
pfd. 100.

Atchison 93
New York Central 138
Pennsylvania 131.
Southern Pacific 74
Union Pacific 154
pfd. 93.
Amalgamated Copper 103.
Steel 411-4- ;
pfd. 107 78.
LIVE STOCK.

Kansas City, Aug. 1. Cattle receipts 8,000 steady to 5 cents lower;
native steers $46; southern steers
$2.754.S5; southern ,eows $23.25;
native cows and heifers $25.40;
stackers and feeders $2.254.40; bulls
$2.204; calves $35.75; western fed
steers $3.505.75; western fed cows
$2.504.25.
Sheep receipts 4,000, steady to
strong; muttons $4.255.25; lamlbs
$5.507.50; range wethers $4.50
5.75; fed ewes $45.10.
Chicago, Aug. 1. Cattle receipts
21,000, steady to 10 cents lower;
beeves $3.706.30; cows and (heifers
$1.255.30; stackers and feeders $2.50
4.20; Texans $45; calves $57.
Sheep receipts 22,000, steady; sheep
$3.105.30; lambs $4.755.76.

Connection at Denver with all lino East and Weat
Time as Quick and Rates as Low aa Other Lines..
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Trains.
No Tiresome Delays at Any Station.
For Illustrated Adyertiainf Matter r Information KAArf:
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. ind T. A., DENVER, COLORADO.
A. S

7

New Wkzkzm

!

is a champion of joint statehood and
is putting In some good licks in popu-

larizing the proposition. An Arizonan
who registered at the hotel recently
begun talking about the matter and
Mr. Gable seized the opportunity that
presented itself to "butt in." When
Mine Host got through laying down
the law to his guest the visitor sought
the front door rather sheepishly. His
arguments against jointure had vanished into thin air and he concluded
to do the vanishing act himself.
The stranger had registered from
Bisbee. "How is the statehood sentiment where you came from?" was asked. "Oh, the people out there are
working, heart and soul, against It,"
he replied.
"What seems .to be the principal
reason for opposing jointure?"
was
the next question.
"Well, I guess it is on account of
so many Mexicans in New Mexico,"
he answered with an air of bravado
"They don't want to be tied up with a
people who cannot speak
Why, here in New Mexico you have
to have interpreters In the courts all
the time. I know what I am talking
about because I lived in Albuquerque
for a while."
"My friend, were you born in the
United States?"
queried Mr. Gable,
who had been an interestad listener
heretofore. Then followed a colloquy
that ended in the Arizonan leaving
abruptly when he saw he was getting
the worst of it.
The Bisbeeite had the appearance of
being a foreigner which prompted the
questions asked by the hotel man, and
he was forced to admit that he was a
naturalized
"Well
citizen.
my
friend, these Mexicans have a better
right to be here than you have," was
the retort from Mr, Gable, ' "This is
their country. Tbey were born here."
After being handed this package the
stranger suddenly remembered that
he had urgent business to attend 'to
and when he returned later he carefully avoided any further discussion
of the statehood question.

OFFICIAL
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MATTERS.

The following notaries public have
been appointed by Governor Herbert J, Hagerman:
George E. Moffett, Brice, Otero
County; Paul Teutsch, Albuquerque,
Bernalillo County.
WANTED
Camp cook for party of
eight, three chalnmen and eight burros. Corbett & Smythe, Surveyors. 4t.

UBOSHERS

RINTERS.

flemington

BINDERS

v

typewriter

:

OPENING

BLANK

:

BOOK.

The public is showing Its atmrecla
tion of the attractive circulars sent
out by the ' New Mexican Printing
Company, in regard to rubber stamps
New Mexican advertising pays.

A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man feel at peace with the
wliole world. You ca get It at the
Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter.

FE, NEW MEXICO.

&

Diarrhea Remedy

Almoit every family hu need
of a ratable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at tome time during the
year.

i -

j ..

Thk remedy
by deakn who

is recommended
have told it far
many yean and know fu value.
It hu received thousand of
tattanoniah from grateful people.

It hu been praacribed by phy
akiani with the mott tatiifactory
roiultt.
It hu often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for

"IT,

Opals and Turquois

a physician

summoned.

It only costs a quarter.

SEPTEMBB

:

Letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold
by the New Mexican Printing Com
pany at low rates and In quantities to
suit. Satisfaction guaranteed.

'

OIFEISTS

o o

Celebrated Frey Patent

ec

In-

.

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
FLAT

New Mexican advertising pays.

r

r

BARNEY, T, P. A., SANTA FE, NEW IILXIC0.

Colic Cholera

T?1

0 GRANDE

DENVER &

2

As-

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-HINDIAN BLANK ET8.

Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curios In the United Staes.

FORTY-EIGHT-

e

SANTA

i CURIO

Teodoclo Padllla Finds This Pastime
Rather Expensive The Police-maWould Not Stand It.

St. Michael's College

LOIRT'TO ACADEMY

A lady just from Mexico arrived lnj
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come quick and get the
first pick.

1, 1906.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

FINED $25 FOR
ALBUQUERQUE
ROCK THROWING
NEWS PARAGRAPHS

You'll Have to Hurry!

OLD

IVl.

R,

6, 1906,

Can
you afford to risk so much for w
little? BUY IT NOW.

J.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.

Telephone No. 30.

Office Boure
1

to

:

3 p. m.,

except Wednesday
and Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First class accommodations for
limited number ot patients.
New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instruments. Faradlc,' galvanic
'
and static electricity.
Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.

